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Reagan's daughter speaks out for women
by Pam Sheppard
new editor
Years ago, someone dropped
the baton of the women's rights
movement, and now that it has
been retrieved, the women
must not let go, President
Ronald Reagan's daughter said
Tuesday night in an appearance
sponsored by the Speaker's
Bureau in Tillman Hall
Auditorium.
Recently women have been
voting and speaking out in
greater numbers, Maureen
Reagan, who serves as liaison between her father's administration and women voters, said.
But, "Where did it come from;
what does it mean; and what do
we do with it?" Reagan asked a
crowd of approximately 200.
Even though women have come a
long way, there is still a lot more
to achieve, she said.
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, an
outspoken woman who was
disowned by her father while trying to promote women's rights in
the 19th century, has had a great
influence on the philosophy of
Reagan. "My father just threw
out a tight rope and said walk
it," Reagan said. "It was simple.

He did not believe in the ERA
and I did."
Stanton did not listen to her
father, just as Reagan did not let
herself be influenced by her
father. Instead, Stanton helped
to draft the 19th amendment to
the Constitution, which granted
women the right to vote. She was
also the first to pick the baton
up, according to Reagan.
"Then, after the amendment
was passed, the baton was handed
to the next generation, but someone dropped it," she said. However, years ago, especially in the
1960's and 1970's, womenReagan herself included—picked
it up again and tried to also pick
up the scattered pieces.
"We now have an incredible
ambition for individual accomplishment," she said. Until a few
years ago, "we really could not
be what we wanted to be, no matter how hard we worked for it."
Women found themselves sitting at home with little to do
after the children were grown
and gone, Reagan said; and they
found themselves in the middle
of boredom.
"We did not change American
society" just because women
were anxious to do something

outside the house, she said.
"Society changed when we realized
we were going to live longer than
we had planned."
Younger women grew tired of
going to banks for jobs only to remain tellers for the rest of their
lives. "There was no structure
for women with grown kids," she
said, and the young women
decided to take a stand. Luckily,
according to Reagan, these
things happened concurrently.
Whether women are republicans or democrats they should
work together for the sake of
women's rights. "We're lining up
on the same side like football
players," she stressed, with the
men on one side and the women
on the other. "We cannot allow
ourselves to be divided now," she
said.
"Sixty years ago the baton was
dropped, but we picked it back
up," Reagan said. "Nobody can
afford to drop it this time
because we've done too much.
We can make it what we want."
After the speech, Reagan, surrounded by 13 bodyguards, was
escorted to the Palmetto Ballroom to answer questions at a
reception sponsored by the College Republicans.
photo by Richard Baldwin

Maureen Reagan addresses a group of approximately 200 in
Tillman Hall Auditorium Tuesday night.
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Emergency lights fail
during power outage
by Gregory Hall
staff writer
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Green Leaf Flowers was one of the many businesses that participated in the Student Government
sponsored Business Fair this past Tuesday.
m

Merchants 'pleased' with fair
Student Government sponsored a business fair
Tuesday in the Union Mall from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
The purpose of the fair was to have students introduced to the services provided by Clemson area
merchants, according to Sammy Clemons, student
chairman of public relations and communications.
The fair had a flea-market atmosphere. The
businesses represented included everything from
Garrett's Menswear, Green Leaf Flowers, and Tigertown Tire, to Chanelo's and Mazzio's. Students
browsed throughout the afternoon, picking up free
posters, cups, frisbees, and lots of coupons for free
beer and other discounts. Most merchants held
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drawings for prizes, which included pizzas, T-shirts,
books, and portraits.
The merchants were pleased with the fair.
Tommy Smith from the Keowee-Toxaway power
station said, "The fair is an excellent idea. It shows
the students what we're all about."
Jesse Huggins from Mazzio's said, "The fair is
the best way to advertise; however it would have
been better if it was held at the beginning of the
school year."
David Stalnaker, student body president, explained the date of the fair. "We had to get approval
from the university, and the businesses had to be
contacted. This was the earliest date in which we
could be ready."
see Business Fair, page 7
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by Mark Mongelluzzo
staff writer
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The library emergency
lighting, which failed during the
power outage last week, has still
not been corrected, according to
James Hanna, engineer in charge .
of utilities for the Physical Plant.
"We have ho idea right now as to
what happened. Our people are
working on it," Hanna said.
Hugh Williamson, supervisor
of the Physical Plant's electrical
shop, added that the emergency
equipment "malfunctioned, but
we don't know why."
The power failure occurred at
7:30 p.m. Wednesday night and
left the R. M. Cooper Library and
a large percentage of East Campus without lights or power.
Richard Meyer, associate director of the library, said, "As far as
what we were able to determine,
when the power failed, it blew a
major circuit. Apparently, one of
the main trunk lines that feeds
this whole side of the campus
blew the insulation and grounded
out,"
Emergency lighting, installed
for problem situations such as
this one, failed and left many
students stuck in the lower
levels of the library until campus
police arrived with flashlights.
The fire department set up an
emergency generator, and flood-

lights weren't powerful enough
to see by, so the library was closed
at 9 p.m. Wednesday. The power
supply wasn't restored to the
library until 9:15 the next morning.
"We have battery-powered
lamps in parts of the building,
but as far as we know, none of
the exit lights came on, and the
only battery-powered floodlights
that came on were in the southeast and the southwest stairwells
from the third level down,"
Meyer said. "One assumes that
when one sees emergency lighting in a place, that it is workable
emergency lighting, but that is
probably not a safe assumption."
The equipment is checked on a
weekly basis, and the Physical
Plant claims the system was
checked just one week prior to
Wednesday's blackout.
Ironically, if the power failure
were to occur again, the library
would once more be immersed in
darkness. "The same thing
would probably happen because
we haven't corrected the problem," Hanna said.
And although four people have
been working on the problem for
the past week, they still know
only that the equipment "malfunctioned." Hanna said, "The
only thing we know right now is
that the lights didn't come on
like they were supposed to, and
we're trying to find out why."
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Scholarship deadline set
for fall and next spring

Location

City

West Florence High School

Oct. 4

Florence

Oct. 11

Spartanburg Spartanburg Methodist College

Oct. 18

Charleston

U.S.S. Yorktown, Patriot's Point

Oct. 25

Greenwood

Greenwood High School

Nov. 1

Rock Hill

Winthrop College

Nov. 8

Anderson

(To be determined)

Nov. 15

Columbia

(To be determined)

Nov. 22

Aiken

H. O'Dell Weeks Activity Center

Nov. 29

Greenville

Hyatt Regency Hotel

by Michael Albaneze
staff writer

"We're Proud to Say Clemson" show takes to the road next week. The chart
above is a schedule of appearances this semester.

Show gives diversity
by Troy Terry
staff writer'
In an effort to show the multi-talented
diversity of Clemson University, a banquet and show designed to showcase
Clemson talent is "going on the road."
The show, properly entitled "We're Proud
to Say Clemson," will be performed across
the state in places like high school
cafeterias and National Guard armories.
According to Dr. Willard Cottrell, director of the university choral ensembles, the
purpose is to celebrate the university.
"The purpose is to try and show a different aspect of Clemson University other
than sports," Cottrell said.
The show will feature the Clemson 4:30
Thursday Singers, an audio-visual presentation, and brief comments from representatives of Clemson, such as Master

Teachers and alumni.
"They'll just stand up and talk about
why they love Clemson and why they're
proud of it. It won't be a long lecture,"
Cottrell said.
The 4:30 Thursday Singers will perform
for most of the show, according to
Cottrell. They will sing a wide variety of
tunes including: "Mood Indigo" by Duke
Ellington; "Peace in the Valley," a
spiritual; "Java Jive," and selections
from the hit musical "Annie!"
"It will be a multi-media, fast-paced
show," Cottrell said. "The Tiger will be
there, as will other representatives, to
show our diversity."
The cost of the evening will be between
$5 and $10. The meal will be served at
6:30 p.m. at all locations with the show
beginning at 7:30 and lasting for approximately an hour and 15 minutes.

The scholarship deadline for this fall
and next spring is Nov. 1, according to
Director of Financial Aid Marvin
Carmichael. Those who applied last spring for fall scholarships will be
automatically reconsidered.
"Scholarships are awarded in the spring
for the succeeding year," Carmichael said.
"The deadline for the fall, 1984 semester
is Feb. 15. Awards in the fall semester's
make-up period are made for various
reasons. New scholarships and anything
that becomes available because of attrition or other reasons, are awarded in the
make-up period, which is the fall
semester."
However, because of processing time,
make-up scholarships are not dispersed
until Jan. 1.
Work-study and loans
"Some work-study money will be
available for the spring semester,"
Carmichael said. "The main reason of this
is attrition by participating students. We
will be accepting applications as long as
we have money, but we prefer that students apply by Nov. 1."
There are about 2500 Guaranteed Student Loan receivers at Clemson, and, according to Carmichael, "there is now an
added incentive for students to get into
the GSL. For eligible students, we have
GSL money available. It's really an issue

of eligibility and 'Do you want it?'" The
university deals with $3.5-4 million in
GSL money each year.
The National Direct Student Loan is
also available and is based solely on need,
according to Carmichael. Clemson will
deal with less than a half of a million
dollars of NSDL money this year.
"To apply for work-study or the NDSL
grant for the fall 1984, you need to apply
by April 1, 1984," he said. The GSL is an
open pool and may be applied for at
anytime.
The Pell Grant is also based solely on
need and contributes up to $1800 a year.
This grant is not restricted by terms of
dollars or number of recipients. It is a
federally-funded program that 1500 Clemson students participate in receiving a
total of $1.6 million.
Scholarships
"There are scholarships too numerous
to list," Carmichael said. "There is a
listing sent to the colleges and one in the
Financial Aid Office. Interested parties
should drop by the Financial Aid Office in
Sikes Hall."
Applications received are considered for
all areas of scholarship availability. "The
student need not worry about the nuts
and bolts," he said. "It's also not too
early to be thinking about the 1984-85
school year. Forms and information will
be available Jan. 1 when we begin the application process."

The Tiger meets Sundays at 8 pm
9 th floor above the loggia
JOIN US

Inside
Clemson inducted
Clemson
University
founder Thomas Green
Clemson was inducted into
the hall of Science and
Technology last week.
Complete coverage of the
two-day celebration is on
page 13.

Booters number two
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"STUDENT NOTICE"
FREE DELIVERY
DELIVERY HOURS
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Clemson booters are
number two in the NCAA
after tying Duke 0-0 Sunday.
They are unbeaten with a
7-0-1 record. Read about
their two most recent
matches on page 27.
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TWO DOLLARS
OFF!

NACHOS!
$1.00 OFF!

With this coupon, get
two dollars off the
price of any large
Mazzio's pizza.

Get ONE DOLLAR
OFF the purchase of a
platter of Mazzio's
meat or cheese
nachos.

Offer expires Oct. 31, 1983.
Void with other promotions.

ONE DOLLAR
OFF!
With this coupon, get
one dollar off the
price of any medium
Mazzio's pizza.
Offer expires Oct. 31, 1983.
Void with other promotions.

LUNCHEON
SPECIAL

|

Mini Pizza (your
Offer expires Oct. 31, 1983.
choice of toppings) or • Void with other promotions.
a sandwich plus a
j.
salad bar for only
'50~OFFT"
$2.99 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Monday-Friday I Get 50 cents off the
price of a Mazzio's
Offer expires Oct. 31, 1983. I
submarine or ham
Void with other promotions.
and cheddar cheese
sandwich.

Offer expires Oct. 31, 1983.
Void with other promotions.
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Senate votes to put Drinking issues discussed
'Tigers' on stands

Results from a survey taken in the spring of
1981 found that only 10 percent of the Clemson
student body could be classified as non-drinkers.
Substance Awareness Week, Oct. 23-27, will Reasons for drinking varied, but the most common
allow students to examine current social and reason was celebration.
According to Brague, "Drinking is not just a
legislative issues concerning alcohol use and
abuse, learning responsible use of alcohol and legal problem at Clemson University. Our focus is not to
drugs, and obtaining accurate information on the prevent or promote drinking but on responsible
subject, according to Kirk Brague, associate dean drinking."
College Intervention is a program sponsored by
of Student Life.
"The main reason for Substance Awareness Student Life throughout the year. The program
Week is concern about the use and abuse of was started last January and is partially funded
substances,- meaning primarily alcohol and by the Pickens County Commission on Alcohol
drugs," Brague said. "We are trying to channel and Drug Abuse.
Another program offered is a short course on
some of this concern into the campus by sponsorbeginning bartending. The course will be taught
ing programs."
Several events will be a part of Substance by Brague and will include ways of being a responAwareness Week, but the highlight will be a sible party host.
Participation in Substance Awareness Week is
debate on the issue of raising the legal drinking
age. A South Carolina senator, a state represen- encouraged. "Organizations are urged to get intative, and the director of the South Carolina Com- volved," Brague said. "It would be great if an
mission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse will be among organization wanted to sponsor a program during
the selected panel to discuss the issue. Students the week, either for its members or for anyone
interested."
will also be on the panel.
by Mandy Brooks
staff writer

by Jan Jordan
assistant news editor
Student Senate, in its third
regular session, voted to have the
word "Tigers" painted across the
north stands upper deck.
Presented by Chip McElhatten,
chairman of the Athletic Affairs
Committee, the resolution was in
reference to the decision from
the athletic department to paint
"Clemson" on the new deck.
"We are going to have problems centering 'Tigers' on the
new stands, and we're also going
to have the problem of whether
to paint the letters in proportion
to the size of the new upper deck
which is 5000 more seats than
the old upper deck," McElhatten
said. "But that is what students
want."
Ray Drew, in his Affairs and
Rules Committee report, presented a resolution that allowed
the Senate president the
authorization to develop a program on WSBF called, "The
Senate Speaks." Amended to include the cooperation of the Communications Committee, the
resolution also provides for the
use of recorded speeches by
senators.
According to Mike Mattison,
business director of WSBF, the
time for the program would be
between 3 p.m. and 7 p.m. on
Tuesdays with 4:30 being the
probable choice. "The program,
ideally, would last about 15
minutes," Mattison said.
In other legislation, the
Judiciary Committee's bill,
which "corrected the unconstitutionality of Supreme Court appointments," passed unanimously.
The bill that was passed last
spring said the appointments
were to be made by the Student
Senate.
The revised article now reads,
"These appointments are made
by the president of the student
body for two-year terms and are
approved by the senate."
In other business, Senate
President Oran Smith appointed
Keith Munson, Mike Tolleson,
Andrea Lee, Jon Castro, and
Scott Mullen to an ad hoc committee to study the composition
of the President's Council and
other committees, commissions,
and boards.
Keith Munson, who was appointed chairman, will leave his
post as chairman of Academic
Affairs. Ronald Knight is the
new chairman of this committee.
Carol Church was appointed to
be a senator for Benet hall, and
the appointment was confirmed
by the Senate.
Smith also made additions to
the newly-appointed committees.
Carol Church will be on the
Academic Committee, Dudley
Beatty on University Housing,
Mary Copeland on Traffic and
Grounds, and Paige Baxley on
Athletic Affairs. Mary Giard and
Lisa McElveen will be new
Judiciary Committee members,
and Scott Moore will serve on the
Organizations Committee.
Robert Hagood was elected to
be a member of the Cooperative
Education Committee.
In his report, Jim Cuttino
discussed plans for the Business
Fair.
Smith announced speakers for

future senate meetings in his
report.
On Sept. 30, W. D. Workman,
mayor of the city of Greenville,
will speak on parliamentary procedure. The Oct. 3 meeting's
speakers will be Joe Turner, executive secretary of I FT AY, and
R. W. Robinson, associate
athletic director and director of
athletic programs. James Waddell, chairman of the Board of
Trustees, will speak Oct. 17.
The senate voted to postpone
the selection of members for
Media Board and the Finance
Committee until next Monday.
"I think we should wait until
after our retreat so we can all get
to know each other before we
choose people for such important
positions," Curtis Sims said.
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Ten Questions

Howard: Coach, athletic director, legend
By Pam Sheppard
news editor

Some people call him "coach"; some people call him
"legend"; one person even calls him "dad"; but when the
field in Death Valley needed a name, those weren't appropriate—Frank Howard sounded much better.
Coach Howard has been with the Athletic Department since 1931, first serving as a line coach for the football team and head coach for the track team. He then was
the head football coach and athletic director from 1940 until 1969. Now, his calling card says simply "Frank
Howard, Banquet Speaker" and "Have time . . . will
travel."

little contact in it and you have boys running up and down
—action. In football you have all those timeouts and all
the measurements, and it is a bit slower than basketball.
But, I like to watch good football and good basketball and
all the other sports. All the sports are good sports, but
naturally I'm partial to football and basketball, even
though I played baseball because you don't get hit. You
get hit pretty hard playing football, but I'd just as soon
coach football, play baseball, and watch basketball.
—Why do you tell so many stories and jokes?
I get to go to a lot of banquets and I give a lot of
speeches. And I'd rather see people laugh than cry. People
seem to be more interested in good stories rather than
hearing some old dry-face fellow talk all night. That kind
puts you to sleep, and I never did like that. When someone
asks me for a story, I have to say, "It depends on what
subject you want to hear." Some people have been after
me about writing a book, but I couldn't do that. To make
it a good book I'd have to say some things about people
that I wouldn't want to say. For that reason I might get
sued. There's so many lawyers nowadays they can sue you
for just about anything. I don't intend to get sued.

—Why do you think people call you the legend at Clemson
University?
A lot of people tell me that I'm a legend, but I really
don't believe it myself. Maybe it's because I've been here
for so long, and we had some pretty good wins. Of course
we had some losses, also, just like everybody does. I —Do you think Clemson is a better school today than it
always liked it around here, too. I liked the people and the was 20 or 30 years ago?
I think it's a lot better today because a lot more peoschool. In fact, I liked it so much my own son went to
school here. But, I don't really consider myself one of ple know about it, and we've got better students. I'll tell
Frank Howard
you one thing, though, we don't have any better people.
those legend things; I don't even know what one is.
We just had a reunion with the 1948 and 1950 teams—one had different ideas. They still paid me, though, so I relieved
played in the Gator Bowl, and one played in the Orange my mind of a lot of things.
—Were you a good coach?
Some days I was a good coach when I had good Bowl—and I don't think you ever run across people better
players. When I didn't have good players, I wasn't so hot. than the boys who composed those teams. People had fun —What is your job now and do you have a boss?
I sell a publication called the Kickoff; I recruit the
I know a lot of people think a good coach makes a team, back in the 1930s just like they do today. Back then the
but the thing that makes a coach good is good players and boys used to just drink that corn liquor. Now, boys fool south team for the Blue-Gray game; and I get the coaches
a good schedule. This wasn't the easiest place to get boys with that pot and stuff which does them no good. Times of the south team. I enjoy what I do, but of course, I never
to attend back then, so we didn't always have the best have changed, though, and when times change you have did do a job that I didn't like, and I don't think it's possible to be successful doing that. I give speeches at banplayers. It was a military school. That means it had some to change with them or you'll get left behind.
quets, but I don't have a boss who tells me what to do.
advantages, but it had a whole lot of disadvantages. They
all had to wear uniforms and be in the bed by about 8:30, —How did you feel about Bear Bryant (The Alabama Now, my wife says she's my boss, but I don't know if
that's true or not. I don't really have a boss anywhere. I
and they had to get up at about 6:30. It was rough Crimson Tide head football coach until 1982)?
I went to Alabama with Bear. They brought him in know nobody in Jervey is my boss. But, they've got a lot
because we didn't have any pretty little girls around the
campus. Naturally, the boys liked the girls, and the girls from Arkansas and had to tutor that old guy for two years of bosses around here, and" I've never seen so many
liked the boys, and as a rule, boys go to school where they before he could start the school. Believe it or not, he athletic directors.
can get a good education and have a good time. We were hasn't gotten out yet, but he was president of the
out in the country, and when I first came here only two freshman class for six years. In 1941 he called up here -What do you think about the present football team and
boys on the campus had cars. Now practically all of them wanting me to give him a job, and the smartest thing I probation?
I'd rather not talk about probation, except to say that
ever did was tell him no. If I had hired him, he was such an
have about two or three automobiles.
all-time good coach that within six months he would have a lot of other schools have done a whole lot more than
cut my throat, drank my blood, stole my job, and had us Clemson and weren't put on probation. I could cite a lot of
—Why did you come to Clemson in the first place?
I finished college in 1931, and there were a lot of bread on probation for life. Ole Bear had the record though, and cases where the boys wanted to come here but went somelines back then. You took just about whatever job you he was a good friend of mine. Of course everybody liked where else. I know it wasn't because of love for the other
school. As far as the football team is concerned now, I
could get. Frankly, though, I like to eat, so I didn't ask him a lot.
think we've got a pretty good one coming along. I think
too many questions. I also thought that if I was going to
Danny Ford is a fine football coach, and he's got some fine
coach I had better get in a college instead of a high school. —When and why did you retire?
I tell people that I retired for health reasons—the assistants. The other day a fellow asked me, "Coach, if
Some of the best coaches go to the high schools to coach,
and they stay in high school. You have to teach and all alumni got sick of me. I really retired because my boys you had to select a coach for Clemson, would you get Joe
that stuff. In college you don't have to do all that. I surely had to have a 1.6 GPR, and Georgia and the other schools Paterno, or would you get Johnny Majors or Vince
didn't want to be a school teacher, and I don't know if I were taking the good players because they could. They Dooley," and he named off several of those big hotshots. I
knew enough about any particular subject to teach it to might have been better players but they weren't better said, "If I had my way about it, I know who I'd get." He
others. I always just prided myself in having a little com- students and probably wouldn't get anywhere in life. But said, "Who is that?" And I said, "Danny Ford." He's
football fans don't think about later life, they think about probably as good as we'll ever have—not right now but
mon sense, not book sense.
now. I just couldn't deal with it any more. As athletic any time. He knows his football, and he played good footdirector, I got fired. I thought I'd be it about five years ball also. He knows how to get along well with people,
—Which sport do you prefer?
Frankly, I like basketball better because you have a after I quit coaching, but some people around here and, as a rule, he gets the very best out of his players.

Take the movies
to a crowd.
Ybu can throw a movie party that features
three main attractions for just $10.* Pick
your films from 250 titles including the
latest hits and the greatest classics.
Register each week for free movies.
No purchase necessary.

PHI GAMMA NU
Organizational Meeting
October 5, 1983

THE STAGE DOOR
MOVIE STORE

Room 201, Sirrine Hall

*^

7 p.m.

^
Next to Winn-Dixie in Lakeview Plaza Mall

654-6567
VCR RENTALS, TOO!
• StageDoor Movie Club member price Mon member rate $15. plus deposit.

Store Hours: Open 10*

1f>8 Thursday & Friday
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Police Beat

Exchange Program provides a
Arrest count down chance to live and study abroad
at football game
by Tammie Carroll
copy editor

by Doug Sheorn
staff writer
There were more arrests
made at the Hank Williams, Jr.
concert Friday night than at
the Clemson-Georgia Tech
game Saturday afternoon, according to University Investigator Thea McCrary.
"Fifteen people were arrested
at the concert for liquor violations," McCrary said. "Two
were arrested for disorderly
conduct, and one arrest was
made for simple possession of
marijuana. All in all, though, it
was a very orderly crowd."
Arrests at last week's football game were down from the
39 arrests made during the
previous home game. "There
were about eight liquor-law
violators arrested Saturday,"
McCrary said. "However, no
one was arrested for scalping."
Fifteen lawn chairs were stolen
though, from the handicapped
lot sometime before 3 p.m.
while the game was in progress,
she said.
A camera was stolen from a
car that was broken into in the
R-3 lot Sept. 21. McCrary
reminded students to "never
leave valuables in your car
unless they're locked in the
trunk."
David George, a student, was
sideswiped by an unidentifed
motorist Sept. 22 as he was

riding his bicycle along Hwy. 93
at Perimeter Road. According
to McCrary, if anyone has any
information about his incident,
they should contact the university police as soon as possible.
A student reported a case of
indecent exposure Sept. 26.
"The victim was heading for
her car in the C-4 lot," McCrary
said, "when she was approached
by an indecently exposed white
male under 25 years of age. He
was just cruising around in a
metallic-gold Vega -station
wagon. Anyone with information about this case should contact us immediately, also."
President Ronald Reagan's
daughter, Maureen Reagan, was
on campus Tuesday, and security
was tightened considerably, according to McCrary. "We coordinated with the Secret Service
in security for Maureen
Reagan," she said. "No problems arose, and everything
went like clock-work."
However, McCrary said, harrassing phone calls continue to
plague students. Those making
the calls should be aware of the
fact that what they are doing is
punishable by both fine and imprisonment. "We're investigating several cases •■ of harassing phone calls, McCrary said.
"People being victimized by
these calls should contact us.
We hope to clear these cases up
in the near future."

The International Student Exchange Program
(ISEP) is opening its 1984-85 nominations for exchange students in all fields. Full-time students,
graduates or undergraduates, may spend a year or a
semester in one of 55 study sites abroad, according
to Otis Nelson, ISEP coordinator.
Most study sites are comprehensive universities, Nelson said, but some specialize in political
science (France, Italy); business (Italy, Thailand);
and science and applied technology (Colombia,
England, France, Mexico, Northern Ireland).
"Students pay only the fees and living expenses
of their 'home' institutions, travel, books, insurance
and incidentals," Nelson said. "And most forms of
scholarships and other financial aid a student would
normally receive can be used to pay for an
exchange."
A student whose only language is English
might not be placed through this program since
there is such a high demand, he said. "For the
foreign-language sites, good language ability is important because this is a social and academic 'total
immersion' program," he said.
The available languages of instruction at ISEP
sites include Chinese, Dutch, English, Finnish,
French, German, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, and
Thai. Some of the sites offer summer programs of intensive language training for students who already
have intermediate-level langauge ability, according
to Nelson.
"Quite a few ISEP participants go to France
ar>A Onrnianv to studv on traditional liberal arts

programs," he said, "but there are also some nontraditional options." Some of these include:
• Graduate study in economics at Thammasat
University in Bangkok, Thailand;
• China studies, business, or music at Chinese
University of Hong Kong;
• Bilingual studies in French and English at
several universities in Canada;
• Social sciences at the National University of
Heredia in Costa Rica;
• Oceanography at Flinders University of
South Australia;
• Theology or philosophy in English at the
Catholic University of Leuven in Belgium;
• African art, literature, and economics at the
University of the Ivory Coast;
• Peace studies at the University of Tampere in
Finland;
• Celtic or Norman studies at the University of
Caen in Normandy;
• Political and economic studies at one of six
ISEP sites in Italy;
• Professional graphics and design at Ulster
Polytechnic in Northern Ireland.
ISEP began in 1979 under the Fulbright-Hays
Act and is funded mainly by the U.S. Information
Agency, according to Nelson; and it is administered
at Georgetown University in Washington, D.C.
He said the ISEP network covers about 60 U.S.
institutions in 35 states and 55 institutions in 19
countries.
Additional information may be obtained from
the International Service Office in Room 106 Sikes
Hall.
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Medallions awarded
by Pam Sheppard
news editor

photo by Susan Derosa

Students talk with business representatives at Co-op Careers Day.
Ill

Annual Career Day held
by William Stephens
staff writer
The cooperative education program held its annual Career Day
in the Palmetto Ballroom Thursday, Sept. 22, from 9 a.m. to
3 p.m.
Career Day's purpose is to
"make students aware of the
cooperative education opportunities at Clemson," Marty
Williams, director of the program, said., "It's not a formal
sort of thing with interviews and
actual job offers being made.
Mostly it just gives students a
chance to find out what's available, as well as learn something
about
the
companies
represented.
"We were really pleased with
employer turnout," Williams
said. "We had 28 companies
represented."
However student participation
was not as high as last year. "We
really need to do a better job of
informing the student body
about the event," he said. "Still,
we did have about 200 or 300
show up."
Overall, Williams was pleased

with the outcome of Career Day. complete four or five.
The average pay for a begin"I think more than anything, we
ning
co-op student is $1150 a
were encouraged by the response
from industry," he said. "There month.
are more job opportunities now
than at the beginning of the year.
We should see a trend toward
having more jobs than applicants, something we have not
had since about 1980.
"We feel that the Co-op Career
Day and the Co-op banquet the
night before are two of the most
vital parts of the program,"
Williams said, "particularly
because it gives companies exposure on campus."
Among the companies represented this year were Amoco,
Carolina Power & Light, Dow
Chemical, Duke Power, Hewlet
Packard, Milliken, OwensCorning, Southern Bell, and
Westinghouse.
The coop program was founded
in 1973 to give students work experience in their major fields. "A
student is eligible to join the coop program after he has completed 30 hours," Williams said.
"Once they join the program,
they must complete a minimum
of three work periods, but most

Former University President Robert C. Edwards and J. Wilson
Newman, ex-president of Dun and Bradstreet were awarded the
university's highest honor Sept. 21-the Clemson Medallion.
The medallion recognizes "two Clemson men whose influence on
this institution will be felt for years to come," University President
Bill Atchley said as he made the presentation at Clemson House,
both men recieved the award because of their continued loyal service
to the school, he said.
'' ■ .-■
Born in 1914, Edwards has been involved with the Clemson administration, but has also been an instrumental figure in textiles, now
serving as chairman of the board of Textile Hall Corp. in Greenville.
Upon his graduation from Clemson in 1933, Edwards worked in
textile management, including serving as superintendent of
Aberfoyle, Inc., in Norfolk, Va., and plant manager of Dernng-Miluken
in Abbeville.
After serving as vice president for development at Clemson trom
56 until 1959, he was named university president. It was during
Edwards' tenure that Clemson College became Clemson University.
Newman, who was born on the campus in 1909, was the son of
Clemson's first graduate, Charles Carter Newman. He is the grandson
of the late Henry A. Strode, the first president of the university.
After graduation in 1931, Newman joined R. G. Dun Co. in New
York just before it merged with Bradstreet Co. He became the
youngest president of the company at 43, and in 1960 he was named
chairman of the board. He now is retired, living in Charlottesville, Va.
He endowed the university's Charles Carter Newman Chair of
Natural Resources Engineering for his paternal grandfather, who was
the first director of the Agricultural Experiment Station. He is also
honorary director of the Clemson Foundation.

CLEMSON OFFICE
PRODUCTS, INC.
YOUR OFF-CAMPUS WAY
TO SAVE MONEY
• SCHOOL SUPPLIES
• ENGINEERING/DRAFTING
SUPPLIES
• GRUMBACHER ARTIST SUPPLIES
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pQO. •
•
•
•
•

Composition Books
Ring Binders
Report Covers
Pentel Mechanical Pencils
School Calendars

DISCOUNTS TO
ALL STUDENTS
VICTORIA SQUARE
COLLEGE AVE.
ACROSS FROM THE POST OFFICE
654-6396
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Bookstore 'makes little prof if from 0
by Tammy Tant
staff writer
For many years, the university
bookstore has been a major concern among students, and every
August and January, students
complain of outrageous prices for
textbooks. However, according
to manager John Cure ton, "We
don't set the prices; the publisher
does. We use the publisher's suggested price."
Although many students feel
like the bookstore is making a
profit off the sale of textbooks,
Cureton said that it is not.
"We make little profit from
them," he said. "The money is
not in textbooks, it's in school
supplies and clothes. Our biggest
money maker, since the school
went coed, has been greeting
cards."
One problem students tend to
blame the bookstore for is the
changing of textbook editions.
This, however, is not only an inconvenience for the student, but
it is also a loss for the bookstore.
According to the 1982 bookstore report, prepared by Greg
Harris of the research and development staff, the university
bookstore gets "stuck" with approximately $14,000 worth of
discontinued textbooks each
year.
'We hate to see professors
change editions because then the
books must be sold for practically
nothing—usually back to the
I publisher—at a loss for the bookstore," Cureton said.
Although in the memorandum
response to the 1976 bookstore
report, Dr. James. A. Chrisman
said, "at the present time, no
athletic scholarships are financed
j with the money from the general
1 fund," the idea is still present,
according to Student Senate
President Oran Smith.
"We've been told for years that
the bookstore has nothing to do
with the athletic department,"
he said, but if so then why does
a part-time employee of the athletic department sit on a stool in
front of the bookstore during
registration?
"He is only a part-time
[ employee of the athletic depart-

ment," Cureton said. "Therefore,
he has to find other part-time
work. This isn't his only parttime job."
When asked if any of the
bookstore's profit is used for
athletic scholarships, Cureton
replied, "I don't know. Our profits go into the general fund, and
we have no control over what it is
used for."
Several times the idea of having another bookstore has come
up in the Senate. This could give
students the advantage of competitive prices. However, as
Harris pointed out in his 1982

Business Fair
attracts 20
lerchants
continued from page 1
Over 130 businesses were conicted about the fair. Of these, 20
usinesses participated in the
air. "Seventy-five to 80
businesses would have been a
■great turnout," according to
Keith Stansell, student services
director.
Thousands of students attended
the fair. "The fair was a good opportunity for students to find out
about area merchants, and I really
enjoy the free gifts," Mandy
Brooks, a freshman, said.
Each business paid $25 and
noney raised from the table renal fee will go to the Department
«f Student Services. "All money
oes back to the students in the
form of services, which include
Copy machines and typewriters,
Wong with the shuttle," Stansell
laid.

report, "If prices were reduced in
a competitive situation and profits fell, the university's general
fund would shrink, causing tuition and fees to rise."
In this report, Harris compares
the university bookstores of
Auburn, Appalachian State,
North Carolina, Winthrop, and
Maryland to the bookstore at
Clemson. Four of these six bookstores have on-campus competitors.
The percentage of markup
from wholesale to retail price
ranges from 20 percent to 25
percent—Clemson's being 20 percent. "But from this we must pay

freight and overhead," Cureton
said.
When books are returned for
resale, the range of percentage of
retail price, or original purchase
price is from 50 percent to 62
percent—Clemson's being 50 percent. The books are resold at anywhere from 66 percent of the
original price to 78 percent—
Clemson's being 66 percent. The
conclusion of Harris' report,
then, was that the bookstore "is»
charging and always has charged
fair prices for its textbooks."
According to Cureton, many
college bookstores are now being

0 0

subsidized. "The number of
bookstores in Clemson wouldn't
reduce prices," he said. "No matter how many stores there are,
the prices would be the same
because we don't set them—the
publisher does."
Student Senate President
Smith said, "We've never said
we wouldn't like to have another
bookstore—it has just always
been discouraged. The last time
the Senate took a postition on
the bookstore, it was to support
it. That, however, doesn't mean
we can't change our minds
tomorrow."
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We Put You Through The World's
Most Sophisticated Nuclear Training.
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t
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a future in
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Job recruiters offer hiteiviewingjactics
r-

by Karen Reynolds
staff writer
"Be informed" is the advice of
industry recruiters to interviewing students.
Burlington Industries
Ron Busha, senior project
engineer for Burlington Industries, said, "The first thing I look
for in a person is job interest.
Many people come in and are not
even sure of what job they are interviewing for." He suggested
that the student research the
company and recognize what he
wants from the job.
Busha said that grades are important, especially the last
year's, but that he also looks at
extracurricular activities. "We
are looking for a well-rounded
person," he said.
"Questions are important
because they demonstrate communication skills and show
interest in the company. A question not to ask is "Will I have to
work Saturdays?'," he said.
Busha said it is better for the
student to have an area where he
would like to work instead of a
particular city. "We don't always
have openings where people want
to work," he said. Still, he stressed,
it is important to be honest
because job location is a part of
job satisfaction.
Burlington Industries has
more positions available this
year than last, Busha said.
Sun Health, Inc.
Jim Betts, senior staff specialist for Sun Health, Inc., a health

care consulting company, said
the interviewee should be "confident, but not cocky."
Eye contact, a smile, and enthusiasm are important, especially
to break the ice, Betts said.
He reiterated the importance
of "doing your homework" and
knowing about the company before the interview. He also said
the student should have a
definite career goal.
"Good grades are important,
but they don't guarantee a job,"
he said. Grades are often used as
nothing more than a guide.
Questions convey a desire to
learn, but the student shouldn't
bombard the interviewer with
questions, he said. Career opportunities and advancement possibilities are good things to ask
about because they show an interest in the career, not just the
paycheck.
Sun Health, Inc. has about the
same number of positions
available as last year.
Betts said students should not
"get discouraged; keep trying
and be yourself."
Placement Center
Al Mathiasen, Jr., director of
the Placement Center, stressed
research and enthusiasm to jobhunting seniors.
"Know as much as possible
about the interviewer and get
psyched up for the interview,"
Mathiasen said.
"The student needs to give the
recruiter the feeling that this is
the job he wants," he said. He
also added that the student
should know how we will fit into

Every
Friday and
Saturday
11:30 p.m.

MONTY PYTHON
AND THE
HOLY GRAIL
SOON: WOODY
ALLEN'S
"ABOUT SEX"

NEW LIGHTWEIGHT
HIKING BOOTS,
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Barry W. Plagens, a representative of Kraft Division of Westvaco, interviews a prospective
employee at the Placement Center
"We prefer the student to have
Appearance is important in an
the company.
a particular city where he would
interview.
"Neatness
is
the
bigMathiasen suggested jotting
like to work since location is
notes down after the interview in gest thing; the outfit doesn't about 50 percent of job satisfachave
to
be
expensive,"
she
said.
order to be prepared if asked
Grades tend to be indicative of tion," Reed said.
back.
"We usually know about how
later
performance, but extracurThe overall job market is about
many
people we want, but our
the same as last year, according ricular activities and work ex- goal is to locate good people," he
perience
are
also
important,
to Mathiasen. The best career
said. "We will not just cut off at
outlooks are in electrical and Finger said. A student who has the number we need, but try to
worked
through
school
to
earn
mechanical engineering, comexpenses will often be looked give all the good people a chance,
puter science, and accounting.
upon the same as someone who although we can only hire the
number of people we need," Reed
was club president, he added.
Arthur Young Co.
Previous job experience is a said.
George Finger, audit manager,
Arthur Young Co. has more
plus,
also, he said. Even if the job
and Susan Reed, staff accountpositions
available this year than
ant for Arthur. Young Company, was not in the same field, at least last, according to Reed.
the
person
has
had
the
experia CPA firm, suggest talking to
In general, they suggested to
graduates and professors about ence of getting up and going to be informed and to be honest,
careers before interviewing for work.
them.

ATTENTION ALL CAMPUS
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

"Get Ready TO Show
Your Spirit"

CENTRAL SPIRIT INVITES
YOU TO PARTICIPATE IN
THE ANNUAL HOMECOMING
BANNER CONTEST!
DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES
OCTOBER 2

Judging will be 8 a.m. Oct. 8 (Saturday morning).
Entries must be turned in to Central Spirit
at the student Government office
before 7 p.m. Oct. 2.
Rules for the contest are outlined
on page 72 of the student Handbook.

The banners receiving the highest
tallies shall place First ($50),
Second ($25), and Third ($15)
accordingly.
Get Ready, Get Set, and
PAINT THOSE BANNERS!
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Senior citizens attend recreational camp
by Bonnie Burns
staff writer
Whenever people think of a recreation
camp for senior citizens, visions of whitehaired grandmothers sitting in their antigue rocking chairs, knitting and crocheting the day away, flash through their
minds. This may be fun for some elderly
people, but not for the 130 senior citizens
who attended the university's Senior
Adventure Camp.
The post middle-age citizens enjoyed
such activities as white-water rafting
down the Chattooga River, pontoon-boat
trips, hiking, canoeing, and fishing derbies. The camp was held in two one-week
sessions, Sept 12 through 23.
The camp is sponsored by the Department of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism
Management, and is open to any senior
citizen living in South Carolina. It is held
at the Clemson Outdoor Laboratory, five

miles from the university on Lake Hartwell.
Even though it is advertised as a retirement program, the camp program has no
particular age requirement or restriction.
"Most of the campers are in their 60s, 70s,
and 80s," Department Head Charlie
White said.
Various activities were planned—not to
teach the senior citizens a new skill or
ability, but to get them outside to enjoy
nature, according to White. "We don't tie
them down every minute of the day," he
said. "We just suggest activities that encourage them to get outside."
The camp's major purpose was to provide socialization for elderly people. It is
an opportunity for them to be with a large
group of people with common strengths
and problems. "They thoroughly enjoy
conversing with each other," White said.
"They are able to relax and forget about
everything else in the world, problems
included."

The camp also provided an opportunity
for the senior citizens to enjoy being served
by a generation that is twice removed
from them. Clemson students from the
recreation department were given the
chance to work with the camp.
Some students were asked to plan and
direct the evening programs, while others
spent a 24-hour time-block helping in certain areas. "This combines public service
activities with educational experiences,"
White said. "It gives the students a
chance to practice what they have been
learning in their textbooks and bring
them into reality."
According to White, many students go
on to pursue a career or take further
courses in geneology. "They lose their
fear of working with the elderly," he said.
Many other students came in contact
with the campers by helping in Schilleter
Dining Hall for supper Tuesday night.

"This trip had a tremendous impact on
the group," White said. "They may forget
the fishing and the hiking and the icecream making, but they don't forget being on the Clemson campus."
The campers enjoyed all the comforts of
home when they stayed in the modern
winterized cabins, including lights, electricity, and indoor bathrooms. Four to
five people were housed in each cabin.
The camp is held every year in
September. "The time of the year is fantastic," White said. "The leaves are just
beginning to change colors, and there is a
slight chill in the evening air."
This year marks the 13th year for the
camp, and according to White, usually 40
percent of the campers are returnees from
previous years, including 103-year-old Ida
Johnson, of Anderson. J.ohnson, the
oldest member of the camp, has attended
for 11 straight years.
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Calhoun Literary Society reflects on past
by William Stephens
staff writer
The Calhoun Literary Society
has been in existence in one form
or another for a very long time.
"It was originally one of several
forensic societies on campus in
the 1890s, which published the
first Chronicle," Mark Steadman,
the society's adviser, said. "It
sort of faded until about 1960,
when it was reactivated to
stimulate literary interest at
Clemson. When it was revived, so
was the Chronicle.
"At that time, the president of
the society was automatically
the editor of the Chronicle," he
said. "This worked out well for
two or three years until there was
a falling out and the Chronicle
became a separate entity."
The Society faded again until

STAND OUT
IN A
CROWD

around 1969, when the Chronicle
staff decided to start it up once
again. "It met without having its
own publication for four or five
years," Steadman said, "but the
Chronicle published some things
by society members during this
period.
"In 1975 a former member of
the society who had graduated a
few years back, and was also a
Georgia state senator from
Augusta, offered some money to
the society if it was sufficiently
revived. In 1976 a real go-getter
in one of my writing classes, Joe
Byrnes put out the first issue of
the Calhoun Literary Review,
which has since been its own
publication. Incidentally,"
Steadman said, "we never heard
from the 'angel' again."
The Review is a smaller
publication than the Chronicle,

which was devoted entirely to
short stories, poetry, and occasional plays. "The Chronicle
should have been more oriented
towards graphics and features. I
thought the Literary Review
should use more literary or experimental short stories, while
the ones in the Chronicle would
be more general interest," he
said.
"Besides, the Literary Review
has a much smaller circulation,
on the basis that the whole student body isn't interested in the
type of stories and poems that it
contains. We generally only
distribute it around the liberal
arts and architecture areas. The
limited circulation, between 1000
and 1500, keeps its budget down,
even with rising printing costs,"
Steadman said.
Finding material is always a

problem. "Submissions are given
to a board of critics, who decide
what is published in each issue. I
try not to get involved in the
editing process, but sometimes
they come to me as a tie-breaker.
Manuscripts come from any of
the writing courses, as well as
from society members," Steadman
said. The student body is urged
through flyers and announcements to submit manuscripts as well.
"The actual meetings of the
society serve a function similar
to that of a writing workshop,"
he said. "Members get together
and critique each other's work."
Steadman served as adviser to
both the Review and the Chronicle.
"I never did think that there
should be much competition between the two. The Review is
mainly a way to let some of the

students in the writing programs
get published," he said. "It was
also our intention to share them
with other schools to show them
what we had going here. I think
we've succeeded in both aspects.
"I'd like to see both the Review
and the Chronicle," he added. "I
think a university the size of
Clemson should be able to do
both. Of course once something
like that is derecognized, it's
kind of hard to get it started
again. And interest in writing
around here tends to run in
spurts. Some people will get
something organized and then
when they graduate it tends to
die out."
Bob Hill served as a temporary
adviser while Steadman was in
Russia this spring. "We will
probably serve as co-advisers
this year," Steadman said.

SEMESTER

Write
entertainment
tor The Tiger
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Sunday 8 pm

SPAIN
Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone: beginners, "in between"
students, and advanced. Put some excitement into your college career!!

BEGINNER OR ADVANCED - Cost is
about the same as a semester in a U.S.
college: $3,189. Price includes jet round
trip to Seville from New York, room,
board, and tuition complete. Government
grants and loans available for eligible
students.
Live with a Spanish family, attend classes
four hours a day, four days a week, four
months. Earn 16 hrs. of credit (equivalent
to 4 semesters - taught in U.S. colleges
over a two year time span). Your Spanish
studies will beenhanced by opportunities

not available in a U.S. classroom.
Standardized tests show our students'
language skills superior to students
completing two year programs in U.S.
Advanced courses also.
Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all
arrangements.
SPRING SEMESTER — Feb. 1 - June
1/FALL SEMESTER - Sept. 10 - Dec. 22
each year.
FULLY ACCREDITED — A Program of
Trinity Christian College.

For full information — write to:
2442 E. Collier S.E., Dept. F-1, Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)
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WSBF radio station offers music, shows
by Scott Stephens
staff writer
By tuning to FM 88.1, Clemson students are able to enjoy a
variety of music broadcast from
WSBF, the university radio station located on the Union's
eighth floor.
WSBF's major plans for this
year revolve around its hopes of
gaining another power increase
and of obtaining a general manager to supervise the overall
operation. According to Mike
Mattison, business director, the
money for a power increase can
be rallied from outside sources
other than the university.
When explaining the need for a
general manager, Mattison
pointed out that a general manager could provide a muchneeded consistency from year to
year. He also said a general
manager could begin working on
the possibility of using underwriting for some of the programs
on WSBF. "Underwriting is a
type of paid sponsorship where
only the sponsor's name is used,"
Mattison said. He added that
WSBF has no intention of
becoming a commercial radio
station.
When the station started in
1957, it was licensed for a carrier
current and was only available
through AM radios plugged into
a campus line. Today WSBF is
licensed with the FCC as a noncommercial educational radio
station with a broadcasting
power of 1000 watts.
The program format of the station is a segmented format providing its listeners with rock,
jazz, classical, news, and public
affairs. WSBF currently provides its listeners with two
specialty programs—the BBC
Rock Hour and Radio Free
America. The station is hoping to
add more specialty programs
such as Dr. Demento and National
Lampoon's Radio Hour in the
future.
People who listen to WSBF
have probably noticed that a lot

of the music played is new and
unknown, Mattison said. "WSBF
gets criticized for playing weird
music," he said. "WSBF is, in actuality a forerunner in music."
WSBF receives the same material at the same time as the stations in major cities such as New
York. What makes WSBF different is the fact that it is able to
play music before it is proven on
the market and gains popularity.
"WSBF gives every song and artist an equal chance to be heard
on the air," Mattison said.
"WSBF is four months ahead of
stations like WANS and WCKN.
But the problem with the major
stations is that they are too
conservative."
The programming offered by
WSBF is "strictly unavailable in
this'market," he said. WSBF is
able to offer its pioneer programming because it does not have to
answer to the commercial people
who control the major stations.
One of WSBF's specialty shows
offering this pioneer programming is Blackout, hosted by Tim
Granger and aired from 5 p.m. to
8 p.m. on Sundays.
Since 1957, WSBF has undergone many intricate changes and
is now a complex operation consisting of three basic tiersbusiness, engineering, and programming.
The business aspect of WSBF
is concerned with financing the
station and budgeting its money.
According to Mattison, a new
staff concept that reconstructed
positions and also reassigned the
duties of each position was designed over the summer.
The new plan calls for a
'business director, who is aided by
tour staff managers responsible
for the budget, finances, purchases, and operations. "The
main logic behind the new staff is
to obtain an effective divison of
labor," he said.
Mattison and his staff are trying to stop the repetition of
duties and trying to fill gaps
where duties are being neglected.
"Hopefully, the new staff system

Vice President for
Institutional
Advancement

I

photo by Tammy Tant

Disc Jockeys discuss an album selection during a recent radio show at WSBF.
will bring more success and results than the last system," he
said. "The new system will work
because the plans were carefully
thought out before put into
action."
The engineering tire of WSBF
deals with the technical aspects
of the station. According to
Engineering Director Dave
Jones, the engineering staff is
working to make all equipment
as near perfect as possible. The
department is responsible for the
installation, the upkeep, and the
servicing of all WSBF equipment. Jones and the others involved in engineering at the station work closely with Dr. Lewis

T. Fitch, professor of electrical
engineering and adviser for the
station.
The third and most important
tier of WSBF is concerned with
programming, according to
Mattison. "The programming
tier is the most important tier
simply because it is the most
audible of the three," he said.
The public judges WSBF solely
on its. programming because they
do not see or hear what goes on
behind the scenes.
According to Mattison, WSBF
is a serious operation and is not
just a school program. Having a
license from the FCC requires
WSBF to operate under all the

regulations of other major stations. Students who work at the
station must make a full commitment to the station and work
toward its success.
Mattison said, "The general
success of the station is contigent
on the students of Clemson." The
station needs business students
to handle the business affairs,
engineering students to work
with the engineering department, and liberal arts students to
handle the on-the-air and publicity
duties.
"If the station is bad, it's the
students' fault," he said. "Problems arise when too few students
are forced to do the entire job."

WINE & CHEESE
TASTING PARTY
With A I | II*

WINES

Clemson University
Clemson University seeks a Vice President for
Institutional Advancement to organize, administer and
direct private support programs for the University. The
position will report directly to the President and be
responsible for developing private support for the
University's teaching, research and service activities.
Clemson University, a South Carolina land-grant
institution with 11,600 undergraduate and graduate
students on campus in nine colleges, is located on the
upper reaches of Lake Hartwell in the foothills of the
Blue Ridge Mountains.
Qualifications needed are demonstrated skills in fund
raising, leadership, public relations, marketing,
corporate and foundation support programs, planning,
personnel management and communication. The
individual must have extensive knowledge of fund
raising for higher education with demonstrated
success.
Competitive salary is commensurate with duties of
position and applicant's qualifications.
Deadline for receiving applications, resumes and
three letters of recommendation is October 31, 1983.
The positions available as of January 1, 1984.
to:

Send applications, resumes and recommendations
Dr. A. Wayne Bennett
Search Committee Chairman
Office of the President
P.O. Box 992
Clemson University
Clemson, S.C. 29631

s&

THIS AD FOR THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR
INSTITUTIONAL ADVANCEMENT AT CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY HAS APPEARED IN THE FOLLOWING
PUBLICATIONS: THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER
EDUCATION, THE WASHINGTON POST, THE ATLANTA
CONSTITUTION AND THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.

ALL THE
WINE&
CHEESE
YOU CAN
DRINK & EAT
$

400 SIGN UP AT
INFORMATION DESK by
OCTOBER 5
(MAX. 80 PEOPLE)

OCT. 7, 4-6:30 P.M. AT EDGAR'S
SPONSORED BY THE COFFEEHOUSE COMMITTEE

... WE DO IN IN THE GUTTER
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Events
OCTOBER 1983
1—Medical College Admissions Test, Martin Hall,
8 a.m.-6 p.m.
1—Biking on the Blue Ridge Parkway, 9 a.m.-6 p.m. $8.50.
Sign up at info desk.
2-3_Auditions, Clemson Players, Daniel Hall Annex, 7:30 p.m.
2—Free Flick: "The Poseidon Adventure," Y-Theater, 8 p.m.
Free with university ID.
3—"All Quiet on the Western Front," Y-Theater, 8 p.m.
3-Tickets on sale: for Tom Deluca at the Union Box Office
from 12-5 p.m.
4—Miss Homecoming Pageant, Tillman Hall Aud., 8 p.m.

11

5-English Hour Lecture, Judith Stanton, 108 Strode, 8 p.m.
5-Short course: Winetasting, 7-10 p.m., $12, sign up at info
desk.

photo by Roy Irwin

5—Short course: Hammock Making, 5-8 p.m., $35. Sign up at
info desk.

Sandy Shaw attempts to transmit a story to The Anderson Independent- Mail while Bob Lamb,
her instructor, and Bonny Burns look on.

6—Edgar's: Cella Night with "Aldo Cella," live, 8 p.m.

Independent fonus bureau

6—Short course: Party Foods, 7-9 p.m., $12. Sign up at info
desk.

by Jan Jordan
assistant news editor
Last year English 333, advanced
journalism, was one of several
writing classes offered by the
English department. This year,
the class has a different emphasis. It functions as the Clemson Bureau for the Anderson
Independent-Mail.
The class, which meets in
Daniel 320 from 2:30 p.m. until
5 p.m. every Wednesday, is responsible for covering the Clemson area by reporting sports, features, news, and entertainment.
"The stories are assigned, written, typed into a Texas Instruments terminal, and transferred
to the Anderson Independent
within minutes," Gene Rogalski,
part-time visiting instructor of
English, said.
Rogalski, who is also the news
editor for the Independent-Mail,
said his role is to be a liaison between the newly-formed Clemson
Bureau and the Anderson offices.
Bob Lamb, instructor of English,
works with the bureau "in more
of an overseer's capacity."
Before coming to Clemson this
semester. Lamb worked with features at the Atlanta Constitution.
According to lamb, the 12
students are assigned about one
story per week. "About 50 to 60
percent of the stories acutally
make it into print," Rogalski
said. "We hope this percentage
will rise as the students gain
experience."
In a combination of appointments and elections, the students have been given responsibilities for certain coverage
areas. Pam Sheppard is the managing editor for the bureau. Alan
Cannon, Paul DiBlosi, and Cindy
Fox cover sports, and features
are written by Bonnie Burns,
Charissa Newton, and Teresa
Sarvis. General assignment
writers are Connie Crowley, Mike
Mattison, Coreen Rehill, and

Sandy Show. Roy Irwin is the
bureau's photographer.
"Right now, our major problem is that we meet weekly and
the paper comes out daily, so we
are limited in a timeliness sense
of things we can cover," Rogalski
said. For this reason, the students are doing more feature
stories, which are not as limited
by the time element. A change in
the times in which the class is offered is a possibility for spring
semester, according to Rogalski.
The idea for the bureau came
about last year when Hank
Nuwer,former instructor of
English, proposed the idea to
Rogalski. "When Nuwer left, we
just hated to see the idea die
out," Rogalski said. "Several
students had already done stories
for the paper, and we wanted a
bureau to cover Clemson."
The students who participate
gain experience through interviewing, writing, and being
edited by Lamb, Rogalski, and

other Anderson Independent
editors.
"The students' stories actually
compete with stories from the
Pickens and Seneca bureaus,"
Rogalski said. "The bylines they
get work as an incentive for
them."
Lamb and Rogalski see experience as a necessity for
graduates who want to get a job
in journalism. "We want to give
the students some worthwhile
experience in the field," Lamb
said.
According to Rogalski, all sides
of the program—students, faculty
and administration, and the
Anderson Independent—are reacting favorably to the changes
made in the advanced journalism
class this year. "We want the
bureau to really reach its potential, though, next semester,"
Rogalski said. "Right now, we're
just trying to get more organized
so we can function better."

DEATH

6—Pre-cruise social will be held in the Palmetto Ballroom for
anyone interested in the Spring Break Cruise, sponsored
by the Union Travel Committee, 7-9 p.m.

1
THE G ESCAPE
JREAT

• BICYCLES
• MOPEDS
• HOBBIES
Let the Professionals at the Great
Escape fit you with a quality bicycle
that meets your needs and budget
STUDENT AND FACULTY
DISCOUNT
(ID CARD REQUIRED)
THIS AREA'S ONLY
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:

TREK
RALEIGH

"I SAW THE DEAD, SMALL AND
GREAT, STAND BEFORE GOD,
AND THE BOOKS WERE OPENED"
REVELATION 20:12
University Baptist Church
Old Pendleton Road
654-6427

PEUGEOT
FUJI
SCHWINN

We specialize in service work you can
count on to be done right the first time
at reasonable prices.
We service all brands.
THE GREAT ESCAPE
2704 E. NORTH AVE.
ANDERSON, SC
226-4579
(only 15 minutes from campus,
next to Dillard Sporting Goods)
Also stores in Greenville and Spartanburg
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Hall of Fame inducts new members
by Pam Sheppard
news editor
The Clemson Athletic Hall of
Fame increased its membership
by seven during the ClemsonGeorgia Tech game last Saturday. The 11th annual induction
service honored two football
players, one tennis player, one
swimmer turned coach, two runners, and one basketball player.
The honorees were: three-time
All-ACC basketball player Jim
Brennan; three-time ACC tennis
champion David Cooper; Honorable-Mention, All-America football player John Grdijan; AllSouthern Conference football
player Billy Hair; Head Swimming Coach Carl McHugh;
Track, cross country, and basketball star Carter Newman; and
Cross Country State Champion
Strom Thurmond.
Any athlete or former athlete
at Clemson can be inducted, according to Len Gough, assistant
executive secretary for IPTAY.
"First, anybody anywhere can
nominate someone just by giving
the name to Joe Turner [IPTAY
executive secretary]," he said.
"It is then presented to the
board for the selection."
The Association of Tiger Lettermen Board of Directors votes
on each nominee. "Once nominated, you always remain on the
ballot forever," Gough said.
According to the Association's
Constitution, only six members
can be chosen each year.
However, a simple majority vote
allows additional inductees to be
named. "Usually it's someone
like Fred Hoover who was it last
year," Gough said. This year, the
men who could have been
honorary members, like Strom
Thurmond, were athletes as well.
Another stipulation in the constitution states that no two from
any time period can be inducted
the same year. According to
Gough, the time periods are:
1896-1935, 1935-1944, 1945-1954,
1955-1964, and from 1964 to the
present.
All the men were deserving of
the honor, Gough said.
Jim Brennan
Jim Brennan went to the
school from 1961-1964. He was a
member of the first team AllACC in 1962, and a member of
the academic first team All-ACC
in 1963 and 1964. He compiled
scoring averages of 17.1, 16.6,
and 18.3 per game his three years
and led the team in free-throw
percentages his junior and senior
years. He also was the nation's
number 20 free throw percentage
leader his junior year with a .828.
Even now, Brennan holds the
team record for most consecutive
free throws with 41, while serving as a manufacturer's represen-

[% ptker £l|flp
336 College Ave.
Complete line
of wicker furnishings
and accessories
10 A.M -6 P.M.

tative for several lines of clothing
in Charlotte, N.C.
David Cooper
In David Cooper's three years
at Clemson from 1966-1969 his
name went in the tennis record
books with the second-place alltime singles winning percentage
with a .814 at seed two. He also
holds the record for second-best
winning percentage in doubles at
the second seed with .800.
Cooper was the ACC Champion
in singles and doubles in 1966;
ACC Champion in singles in
1968; and ACC Champion in
doubles and singles his last year.
As the team captain in 1969, he
compiled an all-time winning
record in singles with 48-11 and
doubles at 44-11.
Serving as an associate professor of Civil Engineering and
Environment Science at the
University of Central Florida,
Dr. Cooper now resides in
Maitland, Fla.
John Grdijan
John Grdijan did not hit the
tennis courts much during his
three years at Clemson from
1955-1957, but he could always
be found near the gridiron.
As a three-year starter at
tackle, he was an honorablemention All-ACC in 1956, first
team All-ACC, All-State,
Honorable-Mention,
AllAmerican, and South Carolina
Lineman-of-the-year in 1957. He
was also the co-captain of the
team, and he participated in the
Blue-Gray Game.
Now residing in Orlando, Fla.,
Grdijan works for an aerospace
defense plant.
Billy Hair
Bily Hair, another football
standout, played at Clemson
from 1950-1952. He is still on
top in the record books with the
only player to rush for over 100
yards and pass for over 100
yards in five games. During his
two years, he led the team in
rushing with 160 carries for 698
yards; in kickoff returns with
seven returns for 185 yards; in
passing with 29 of 71 attempts

for 644 yards in 1950 and 67 of
164 attempts for 1,004 yards his
last year; and in punting with a
33.9 yard average in 1950, and a
29.7 yard average in 1951. The
All-Southern Conference player
was co-captain in 1952.
Still a resident of South
Carolina, Hair is a mechanical
engineer with the Lockhead
Missile and Space Division in
Summerville.
Carl McHugh
Carl McHugh excelled in the
pool and in the academic
buildings as the swimming coach
for 28 years and a professor of
Engineering Graphics and
Machine Design for 34 years. He
was the state record holder in the
150-yard breast stroke from 1934
to 1936, and served as co-captain
his junior and senior years.
McHugh retired as coach in
1976 and left the teaching field a
short time afterwards. Now
residing in Clemson, McHugh
felt the honor of being a member
of the Hall of Fame would only
bring him closer to Clemson.
"I've always been a Clemson
man," he said, "and I guess I
always will be. I'm just honored
to be listed with the great men
already in the Hall of Fame."
Carter Newman
Carter Newman was the most
versatile athlete in Clemson from
1924-1927. He led the basketball
team in scoring for three consecutive years and served as the
team's captain his junior and
senior years.
As a cross-country runner,
Newman ran on the relay team,
which set the American record at
the Georgia Tech Relays in 1925,
and he competed in the National
Intercollegiate Track Championships in 1926. The half-mile team
record was broken by him as a
sophomore, and he was the state
half-mile champion from 1925 to
1927 and the Southern Conference half-mile champion in 1926
and 1927.
The outstanding athlete of the
class of 1927 also served as Block C
president and was a student
member of the Clemson Athletic

S. C. Senator Strom Thurmond was one of seven inducted into
the Clemson Athletic Hall of Fame during last Saturday's ClemsonGeorgia Tech football game.

will remain with the university
always in the form of the Strom
Thurmond Institute, which will
house his papers. In 1921 and
1922, he ran with the cross country and track teams and lettered
in both during 1922.
He, since leaving Clemson as a
graduate, has become a distinguished U. S. Senator, serving as
President Pro-Tempore for the
Reagan Administration. He was
also the state's governor from
1947-1951.

Council.
After retiring with the rank of
Lieutenant Colonel, Newman
moved to Florida, where he now
resides. "I think it's a great
privilege and honor to join the illustrious men in the Hall of
Fame," he said. "I feel very attached now, since I was born
there on the campus."
Strom Thurmond
Strom Thurmond was not born
on the campus, but part of him
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Institute sponsors New deck breaks record
education advocate
by Nancy Tringali
staff writer

Rickover Foundation was
established to encourage excellence and integrity in education, science, and business.
Retired Admiral Hyman
Through this foundation, the
Rickover, "father of the nuclear
admiral hopes to establish a
navy," will speak in Tillman
youth program for outstanding
Hall Auditorium Tuesday, Oct. 4,
students to study mathematics,
at 3:30 p.m.
science, philosophy, and
Rickover is most noted for his
English literature; to sponsor
contributions in the developseminars to discuss internament of nuclear propulsion and
tional energy matters; and to
nuclear power plants. In 1949,
present ideas concerning the inhe was assigned to the Atomic
ternational transfer of techEnergy Commission and charged
nology.
with directing the construction
Among Rickover's numerous
of the world's first nuclearawards
are the Congressional
powered submarine. In 1954, it
Gold
Medal,
the Distinguished
was christened the Nautilus.
Service Award, the Enrico Fermi
In 1957, Rickover was
Award, and the nation's
credited with heading the
highest civilian honor—the
design team for the world's first
Presidential Medal of Freedom.
full-scale pressurized water
Admiral Rickover retired in
nuclear reactor. On Dec. 23.
1982
after a distinguished
1957, Pennsylvania's Ship64-year career. At the time of
pingport Pressurized Water
his retirement, he held the dual
Reactor, having reached its net
positions of Deputy Compower of 30 megawatts, became
mander, Nuclear Propulsion
a model for the development of
Directorate, Naval Sea Systems
nuclear power plants in the
Command, U.S. Navy and
United States and abroad.
Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Rickover is also well-known
Naval Reactors, presently
as an advocate for better educaunder the Department of
tion in the basics, in engineerEnergy.
ing, and the sciences, and for
Rickover's appearance is
higher standards in American
sponsored by the Strom Thurschools. He has written on
mond Institute. A reception,
these subjects in many articles
immediately following the adand in his books: "Education
dress, will be held in the Alumni
and Freedom," "Swiss Schools
Center and will be sponsored by
and Ours: Why Their's are BetStudent Government. Admister," and "American Educasion is free, and the public is intion—A National Failure."
vited to attend.
Last February, the H. G.
by Doug Sheorn
staff writer

Just three home games into the 1983 football
year, the season's most expensive attraction has
already helped to set a new state record.
On Sept. 17, the Georgia-Clemson contest was
witnessed by more fans than any other football
game in the history of South Carolina—thanks to
the expanded seating capacity provided by the
stadium's new upper deck.
Clemson Memorial Stadium now seats 78,915,
including those on the hill, making Death Valley the
lOth-largest college football stadium in the nation.
According to a spokesman from Jervey Athletic
Center, the North Stands' upper deck has a seating
capacity of 15,585, including luxury boxes, and all
11,844 of those seats have been issued to season
ticket holders.
"We're simply able to give the fans more of an
option now on where they want to sit," the
spokesman said. "Some prefer the upper deck and
others like the hill."
The remaining 2,281 tickets are sold on an
individual-game basis, or are sent to the opposing
school.
"There are unsold tickets in the new deck at
some games, just as there are vacant seats in other
parts of the stadium," the spokesman said. "It's not
possible to determine how many are empty in the
upper deck alone because the statistics aren't
separated."
Less than 15 hours before the kickoff of the

season opener with Western Carolina, the new upper
deck was completed. Construction was begun in late
November of 1982, a few days before the ClemsonUSC game. Work continued throughout the winter
and summer months, and was completed in a total
of 290 days.
Construction crews were forced to work through
a wet spring, which ultimately slowed progress on
the stadium. Three hundred workers were on the
site from 7 a.m. until 6:30 p.m., six days a week in a
last-minute effort to finish the stadium before the
opening-game-day deadline.
At 10:46 p.m. on Friday, Sept. 2, the upper deck
was completed. The painters had put the finishing
touches on the last luxury box with one hour and 14
minutes to spare. Had the midnight deadline not
been met, the contractor, Kahn Construction Company of Columbia, would have had to buy the
unavailable seats and pay approximately $3000 per
luxury box.
Safety was primary importance to the building
firm. A spokesman for Kahn said, this was the first
major stadium expansion project in a long time that
was completed without a fatality or a disabling injury. Only one accident occurred while the upper
deck was being built, and that worker has recovered.
The finished product contains 2,200 tons of reinforcing steel, 60,000 pounds of aluminum seating,
5,800 gallons of paint, and 3,000 tons of asphalt.
Five hundred and seventy-six thousand watts of
light were also added, in case Clemson is ever offered a nighttime television appearance.
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Soap star discusses
marketing in acting
by Karen Reynolds
staff writer
Marie Cheatham, known to
many as Stephanie on NBC's
"Search for Tomorrow," was on
campus last week to speak on
marketing and soap operas.
Cheatham came to Clemson as
a guest of the marketing department and Jacquetta McClung,
assistant professor of marketing.
McClung's classes of Marketing
Management 450 students are
working on a soap-opera project,
which is concerned with identifying problems, developing strategies, and creating plans for implementation of solutions to help
"Search for Tomorrow" with its
ratings, according to McClung.
Thursday night, Sept. 22,
Cheatham spoke to the marketing club on marketing soap
operas and herself.
"Soap operas are the Oreo
cookie of the television industry," Cheatham said. "Our main
purpose is to sell our sponsor's
products." "Search for Tomorrow" is owned and produced by
Procter & Gamble; Compton Advertising administers the show.
The television industry used to
view daytime television as its
"step-child;" show ratings
cyclical, rising and falling, but
now that viewers are switching
to the cable stations, the networks are more concerned about
the daytime ratings race, according to Cheatham.
"Search for Tomorrow" is
rated twelfth for soap operas by
the Nielson ratings, according to
McClung.
"We're selling addictive

r

behavior," Cheatham said about
soap operas. "Many people are
loyal to the network. They'll tune
in their televisions and leave them
there for the afternoon."
"Search for Tomorrow" has
been on for 32 years, making it
the oldest soap opera on television. "In the early days, 'Search'
was a 15-minute program on CBS.
There was really no set—window
frames were hung on black velour curtains to be used as a
backdrop, and of course everything was live," explained
Cheatham.
When Cheatham found out
that the network kept track of
how many letters an actor
receives, she set up her own
system of marketing herself, she
explained. "I started answering
all my letters, and every time I'd
send a letter back, I'd include
something special. This way the
people will write back again."
When she went on vacation last
year, she sent everyone on her
mailing list a postcard.
Besides
"Search
for
Tomorrow," Cheatham has also
been on "Days of Our Lives,"
where she created the role of
Marie Horton. Cheatham has
also done commercials and gueststarred on other shows.
While in Clemson, Cheatham
spoke to marketing classes, met
with students and faculty, went
sightseeing, and was part of the
"Tiger Tailgate Show." She also
attended her first tailgate party
before going to the ClemsonGeorgia Tech game.

photo by Roy Irwin

Ride 'em Tiger
Last Saturday was a bad day for the Georgia Tech Yellow Jacket mascot. First of all, on the
WFBC Tiger Tailgate radio show, head soccer coach I. M. Ibrahim, referred to the costumed
character as the "Yellow Bee."
Then, the Clemson mascot decided to get a little physical. Whenever the Tech mascot would fly
into Tiger territory, his Clemson counterpart would viciously ride him back home.
Finally, the Tech mascot's compratriots on the football field were handed a 41-14 lesson in the
Tiger's first ACC spelling bee of the 1983 season.
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Editorials
Who knows why?
Where were you when the lights went out?
Last week's power outage, which left most East
Campus buildings, including the library, without
lighting, has stumped Physical Plant repairmen. Many
students were left stranded in the lower levels of the
library, waiting for emergency lighting—lighting that
never came.
Instead, campus police rushed to the rescue and
supplied flashlights to help escort people to the main
entry level. The fire department also helped out by
bringing an emergency generator and some floodlights.
These, however, failed to generate enough light, and
as a result, the library was closed at 9 p.m.
According to a Physical Plant representative, the
emergency lighting system "malfunctioned, but we
don't know why."
A library spokesman was also well-informed. He
said he didn't have the slightest idea if the P-Plant
had done anything to correct the problem.
Well, the answer is no. If the power fails and goes
off again, the same situation will occur—complete
darkness.
And besides the inconvenience last Wednesday's
blackout caused those students who were studying in
the library, it also created a possible hazard since
several people were trapped in the dark.
It seems that a university with an electrical
engineering department could either design an
effective emergency lighting system, or better yet,
train repairmen to fix the lights we have.

Thanks a lot
III

Too many times, we fail to acknowledge the
positive programs and wholehearted efforts designed
to assist students and to make our university and
surrounding community unique places Where
cooperation and pride are more than just hoped-for
ideals.
Three organizations deserve mention and
recognition for their work in recent and upcoming
days.
The first of these groups is Student Government,
which sponsored a business fair last Tuesday on the
Union Mall. Local merchants paid $25 to rent tables,
and the money will go to a number of student
services.
The Helping Hands of Clemson, a group outside
the university, is sponsoring its fall festival,
"Fiddles and Vittles," Saturday and Sunday at the
Y-Beach. Proceeds will go toward a home for abused
and neglected children.
Finally, the Alumni Association s "We're Proud
to Say Clemson" show begins this Tuesday and
continues every Tuesday night through November.
The purpose—to promote Clemson.
While it is often easy to cite faults, we tend to
^overlook the little things that mean a lot.
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From the Editor's Desk

Tranquillity only temporary
grass when this throng of
course, who dwell in quads,
shacks, houses, and the like. Hey, adolescents storms poor Bowman
Homecoming Week is their chance Field, and Homecoming Week is
officially cleared for lift-off.
to blast-off into fame and glory.
It doesn't matter that P-Plant
But such a lofty status isn't
workers
spent all summer
By Jim Gilstrap reached overnight—it requires
editor in chief
much hard work. For these guys, watering, fertilizing, and mowing
it all started at the beginning of the green grass at Bowman. It
All is quiet.
doesn't matter that big bucks
No football game Saturday. No the semester with this mass orgy were spent with hopes of
called
Rush.
80,000 bellowing fanatics outfitted
Perfectly normal human beings "developing a type of grass or sod
in glowing orange attire. No 75
were
seduced by others, who had which would better support
renditions of Tiger Rag. No
cars."
blaring cannon blasts. And thank been seduced by still others before parked
If you thought Bowman Field
them
and
before
them
and
before
God, no George (teller of bad
was a muddy mess after rain,
them and so on. These virgins
jokes and yeller of even worse
autos, and Western Carolina left
were
prostituted
with
parties,
cheers).
town, wait till you see the
liquor, women, and loud
But as usual, this tiny bit of
inevitable results produced by frat
music—night
after
night.
serenity will come to a most
boys, rain (always during
And
after
each
member
forked
unpleasant and deafening
over a little cash, he was eligible Homecoming Week), and still
end—probably by late Monday
to mingle with his new "friends," more frat boys.
afternoon. So, enjoy the
For a whole week, these sobig brother, little brother, steptemporary dose of tranquility
called promoters of Clemson spirit
brother,
illegitimate
brother,
and
while possible, for it will not
will make more noise, drink more
any other brothers that came
persevere. Then again, this
beer, and deface more property
along.
university isn't noted for its
than the regulars at Sloan Street
Then, after wearing silly
abundance of peace and quietness.
Tap Room on Thursday nights.
Yes, just as Noah built the ark, costumes, performing silly tasks,
But it's all right, boys, because
and
reciting
silly
pledges,
the
new
and likewise, IPTAY the new
the whole affair is authorized by
inductees became official
upper deck (maybe "created"
all the university big wheels.
nuisances,
or
bonafide
FRAT
instead of "built"), the flood
Thus, after a week of frat-boy
BOYS (no offense Brian and Jon).
waters of doom and aesthetic
destruction, and then a week of
Since
that
time,
these
juvenile
destruction will wash their way
P-Plant clean-up efforts. Bowman
jesters have attended jungle
through our cozy town. Their
Field, once becomingly green, will
parties,
beach
parties,
toga
destination—Bowman Field.
be nothing more than a gigantic
It happens every fall about this parties, and any other parties
quagmire, a breathtaking sight for
which
offered
the
delicacies
of
time. This innocent little festival
visitors and prospective students.
called Homecoming Week, with all wine, women, and song. However,
And do you know something?
their biggest party, a week-long
of its pompous pageantry and
Come May, the whole disgusting
celebration, is in the final
pompous asses, is inching closer
cycle will start all over again.
countdown stages.
and closer toward the launching
Maybe if they could develop a
And
if
you
listen
closely,
you
pad.
And who's manning the rocket? might just hear the muffled cries type of grass or sod to better
support frat boys. ..
It's those childish little brats, of of the few remaining blades of
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Opinion
Letters-

Signs needed to designate no parking
Okay, fellow students, it's quiz time.
How many of you believe the area next
to the Johnstone A section annex is
30-minute parking? If you believe it is,
you just failed the quiz.
I would like to set the record
straight by stating that I am not
writing this letter to condone parking
in that area, or to complain about
being unjustly accused and fined for
parking in that area.
I appealed a ticket and lost, but
could have taken my case to higher
authorities. To me, it was just not
worth the time.
I now know that the area next to A
annex is only for student use between
the hours of 11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on
Fridays and 3 p.m. to 11 p.m. on
Sundays.
I am, however, going to give my
personal opinion on the situation. I feel
I have paid $10 for that right.
Where are the signs that say
"unauthorized parking" next to A
annex? There is a sign next to Tillman
that says, "Restricted Area, Service
Ramp, No Parking," which tells the
uninformed student not to park on the
ramp beside Tillman.
L Then there is a sign below the first

that says, "30 Minute Parking, Friday
11 a.m.-5 p.m., Sunday 3 p.m.11 p.m." Can't you students read the
hidden message? What that sign
actually means is that only service
vehicles can park next to the A annex.
At least that's what the Student
Review Board said. They claim that
since there are no parking lines down
there, it is unauthorized parking. What
the Board did not know is that the
parking lines mysteriously appear on
Fridays between 11 a.m. and 5 p.m.
and Sundays between 3 p.m. and 11
p.m..
I do not think the Board is too
knowledgeable about what is
authorized and what is not.
Okay, so they did not have their
facts exactly straight. I was still in the
wrong. After all, it was not a Friday or
a Sunday.
However, parking in a time-marked
zone at the wrong time is a $5 fine.
The Board thought it was an unauthorized area, so I was charged $10.
"Just look at your map," they said.
"It's the map you got with your
parking sticker that has green lines
marked on the places that are unauthorized to students."

I have never seen this map. Maybe I
have not seen it because the car I
illegally parked was not my own, but
my roommate's. I didn't even know
these maps existed. I was one of those
silly people who was under the
impression that signs were posted in
places where parking wasn't permitted.
I guess my point is this—where are
all the much-needed traffic signs?
I just hope that with all the money
earned in handing out parking tickets,
a few of those guilty students' hardearned dollars will go toward buying, if
nothing more, a can of paint to make a
few signs.
Dianna L. Phillips

Good
I had the unfortunate privilege of
watching Clemson's EMS team in
action.
A young girl apparently slipped and
fell down the stairs between Johnstone
B and C sections. My friend and I,
along with several others, kept the girl
calm and still.
,
In less than two minutes, the first
EMS technicians arrived and

administered emergency first aid. Two
more technicians arrived in a matter of
minutes.
An ambulance came shortly
thereafter, and the five technicians
showed thier professionalism by
keeping the girl's back immobile and
her emotions calm.
I would like to thank the EMS
personnel for being there when
students need them. It was a job well
done.
Richard Williamson

One each
Copies of The Tiger are distributed
free of charge to students. But only
enough copies are printed each week so
that each student can pick up one copy.
The Tiger is printed for one
purpose—to be read. Any other use of
copies, old or new, of The Tiger is
prohibited without the consent of the
editor in chief.
In effect, copies of The Tiger cannot
be used in any way in the building of
Homecoming displays. Such use will
result in the disqualification of the
display.

Commentary

King of the hill?
By Pam Sheppard
news editor

In the past, members of the present
Tiger staff and members of former Tiger
staffs have written articles in opposition
to the varsity cheerleading squad. On
several occasions, I have verbally
disagreed with the comments made
because I enjoy watching the
cheerleaders. I find the flips, the dances,
and the leading of "Clemson in a round"
quite fascinating. I also like the way the
cheerleaders have a knack for getting
the students on their feet.
However, George Davis—head
cheerleader, Kappa Alpha fraternity
member, and senior—seems to have
forgottenwhat cheerleading means.
Before the Georgia game a few weeks
ago, George told Clemson fans at the
Tiger Tailgate Show that cheerleaders
are supposed to do just that, lead
cheers. The fans are supposed to make
all the noise, he said.
Did George forget what he said before
that game? Does he really think the fans
want to repeat every word of every
cheer?
During the Georgia game and the
Georgia Tech game, my good friend
George used a bit too much profanity in
his attempt to motivate the audience
and ended up lighting few fires. He said
more four letter words than a lot of
people say to their enemies. Aren't we
all on the same side?
If not, we sure need to be, because the
other side is already full, George.
Probation provides a cloud even on the
sunniest of days, and we won't be
decorating Miami with Clemson
paraphernalia come New Year's Day.
What we will be doing New Year's
Day is thinking about the season we
had--the easy win over Georgia Tech,

Western Carolina, and hopefully many
other opponents; the empty feelings
when Georgia came from behind at the
half to tie Clemson; the way we fell apart
in the second half of the Boston College
game; and the way our head cheerleader
stood on his pedestal and cursed us,
saying we didn't know how to cheer
while he paraded around in the latest
fad in cheering attire—coat, tie, and
those pretty orange shoes sold by
Student Government a few years ago.
During last week's game, the fans led
their own cheer, only it wasn't for the
Tiger football team or for the Georgia
Tech fans; it was for dear sweet George.
Unfortunately, his microphone broke in
the second quarter, and George could
only be heard by the front row of
spectators.
So he had to take a break. The first
reaction from the crowd was a simple
applause.
But, by the second half, the
microphone was fixed, and George was
back again; only this time he was
actually booed—kind of the way
everyone boos when the announcer says
South Carolina is winning.
What did George do next? He acted
like his feelings were hurt, and he left
his pedestal. Then came the encore from
the fans. "Nananana, nananana, hey,
hey, hey, good-bye (with the waving
hands included)."
George didn't stay down long and
came back cheering once again. By this
time, though, the fans had tuned him
out, the Tigers were winning by much
more than necessary, and everyone sat
down.
The seats didn't get warm, however,
because a little bird told the Bruise
Brothers that the fans needed a head
cheerleader, so they gallantly came to
the rescue. It's kind of sad when
William Perry and his defensive cohorts
have to play cheerleaders. Seeing Perry
or William Devane psyched in the
fourth quarter when they were pulling
out of Georgia Tech's league was nice.
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but they shouldn't have had to do that.
Should they come out at half time, too,
and play instruments, George?
I'll bet William Perry would be a bit
entertaining with a football under one
arm, pompoms under the other, and a
trombone around his neck. I had rather
see him sacking quarterbacks.
Don't get me wrong though. George
does do his job, sometimes. The idea to
recognize different student organizations
during the home games was interesting
I really thought it was a great idea until
I heard his idea of recognition.
Announcing a group just to say, "If
y'all aren't going to cheer, go sit some-

where else," sounded good as did the
"What's the matter with ya'll. Couldn't
any of you get dates?" However, that's
not the kind of recognition any group
wants or needs.
I'm not asking you to give the crown
to someone else, George. I'm just saying
you should reduce its size so everyone
can see you and the rest of the squad.
If you can't do that George, then
maybe you should dress in William
Perry's uniform and let Perry and
Devane alternate cheers, while a few of .
the real tough guys put your crown in
place.
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Estimated cost cuts
post office proposal
by GregoryHall
staff writer
A year-old Student Senate
resolution, providing for a temporary, auxiliary post office for
east campus residents, has been
"shelved," according to University Postmaster Charles Brown.
The resolution, passed in
October of 1982 at the urging of
east campus residents, did not include details as to the location or
type of post office, but was defined subsequently by the University Housing Committee.
The Housing Committee's
report suggested that 3000 of the
original post office boxes now
housed on the west campus could
be transferred to east campus
location,
and
no
new
boxes would need to be purchased.
But the cost of this move, as
estimated by a university official, was a staggering

$110,000. "As soon as they came
up," said Senate President ProTempore Ray Drew, a major proponent of the post office legislation, "the students more or less
wanted to drop it."
The Senate will reevaluate the
proposal and conditions, but,
Drew said, "the students will
have to be behind it first."
The focus upon east campus
problems is a result, in part, of
former Student Body President
Kirby Player's 1982 executive
package. Player was quoted in
The Tiger, last year as saying,
"Auxiliary Services has already
promised to move 6000 boxes if
we could find a place to put
them."
Player went on to stress the
importance of the east campus
post office by emphasizing that
the campus master plan will be
moving housing expansion toward the east.

Benefit festival set
by Jan Jordan
assistant news editor
Helping Hands of Clemson, a
non-profit organization working
for the benefit of abused and
neglected children, is sponsoring
its third annual fall festival.
"Fiddles and Vittles," as the
festival is called, is to be held
Oct. 1 at 10 a.m. until 6 p.m., and
Oct. 2, from noon until 6 p.m. at
the Y-Beach in Clemson. The
festival is being held during
"Helping Hands Week" in South
Carolina. Governor Richard
Riley has set Sept. 26 through
Oct. 2 as the special week.
WESC AM-FM, a country
radio station, will have a live
broadcast from 10 a.m. until
2 p.m. on Saturday. If weather
permits, the WESC hot-air
balloon will be available for rides.
Dan Nash will host the broadcast.
The festival will have a bake
sale and over 50 different crafts

on exhibit. A western square
dance will be held on Friday
night at 8 p.m., and a mountain
square dance will take place
Saturday night at 8.
Free entertainment, barbeque
at $3.50 per plate for as long as it
lasts, a fiddle and banjo competition, and a dunking booth will
also be featured.
Clemson University administrators and professors are among
the volunteers to sit in the dunking booth. Provost David Maxwell, Housing Director Almeda
Boettner, IPTAY Executive
Secretary Joe Turner, and other
deans, administrators, and professors will take 30-minute
shifts.
Tickets for the festival may be
purchased from any Helping
Hands member, at the fairgrounds, or at Lynch Drug Company. All proceeds from the
festival and the barbeque will go
to benefit abused and neglected
children.

HOMECOMING CORSAGES
AVAILABLE

Lewis Grizzard, nationally known writer, promotes such books as "Won't You Come Home, Billy
Bob Bally" and "They Tore Out My Heart and Stomped That Sucker Flat" in an attempt to remain on
the best sellers list.

Atlanta columnist to speak
at Chamber's fall banquet
nian, said. "My opinion is, there's more to
understanding life's idiosyncracies in Lewis Grizzard than you'll find in the Library of Congress."
Grizzard is a featured columnist in the Atlanta
Lewis Grizzard, a nationally syndicated columnist, will speak at the fall banquet of the Clemson Constitution, and his column may be found locally
Chamber of Commerce. Grizzard is also a best- in the Anderson Independent.
"I believe a lot of students relate to Grizzard's
selling author of humorous books.
"Kathy Sue Loudermilk, I Love You," was Griz- humor and would enjoy seeing him," Pam Deal of
zard's first book. This work, which is currently in the Chamber of Commerce said. "Grizzard has gotits third printing, was the fastest selling book in ten rave reviews as an entertaining speaker."
The banquet will be Thursday, Oct. 6, at 7:30 p.m.
Atlanta's history until "Won't You Come
Home.Billy Bob Bailey," his second book, broke at the Holiday Inn. A "social hour" with a cash
this record on its way to the national best-seller bar will be held 6 p.m. till 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $15
per person for the dinner and the show.
list.
The Clemson ticket outlets are American
His fourth book, "They Tore Out My Heart and
Stomped That Sucker Flat," was also a national Federal Savings and Loan, the Chamber of Commerce, Lynch Drug Company, The Open Book, and
best-seller.
"Grizzard is a story-teller, pure and simple," Small World Travel Agency.
Owen Kearns, editor of The Bakersfield Califorby Jan Jordan
assistant news editor
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Enjoy a week exploring Ski Town, U.S.A.
Your complete Christmas Snowbreak '83™
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MUMS WITH FOOTBALL &
RIBBON VARIETIES
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CENTRAL FLORIST & GIFTS
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CENTRAL
639-6510, ask for Faye

• Round-trip transportation
• 6 nights lodging in condominiums
$29900
featuring hot tubs, saunas, cable TV,
fully equipped kitchens, and
December 17-23, 1983
convenient access to lifts
• A 5-day lift ticket at Steamboat
• All applicable taxes
• Services of Travel Associates on-site
lilt
representative

Contact:
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University's founder honored in celebration
by Lisa McClain
staff writer
Thomas Green Clemson, the
founder of Clemson University,
was posthumously inducted into
the Hall of Science and Technology during a two-day celebration Sept. 22-23. Included in the
celebration was a series of lectures
and a formal induction banquet.
The South Carolina Hall of
Science and Technology was
founded in 1978 by a proclamation of Governor James B.
Edwards. Its establishment was
the result of several years of
work by state scientists and
educators, led by the South
Carolina Science Council.
Its purpose is to recognize
South Carolinians who have
made significant technological
and scientific advances and to
enhance the image of science in
the state.
The first three inductees into
the South Carolina Hall of
Science and Technology were
brothers John and Joseph
LeConte and Ernest E. Just.
Others were Nobel Prize-winning
physicist Charles H. Townes,
Thomas Fraser, and Portea
Lubchenco. Thomas Clemson is,
therefore, the last of only seven
honored inductees.
Background information
Thomas Green Clemson was
born in Philadelphia in 1807. At
19, he went to France to study
chemistry because at that time,
few American schools taught
such technical skills. While
studying in Europe, he attended
Sorbonne, the Arts and Sciences
College at the University of
Paris, and the Royal School of
Mines.
Clemson was called to diplomatic service as the United
States Charge d'affaires in
Belgium. In recognition of his
diplomatic and scientific work,
the Belgian king presented him
with Belgium's highest honor,
the Medal of Great Officer in the
Order of Leopold.
Clemson married Anna Marie
Calhoun, the daughter of South
Carolina Statesman John C.
Calhoun, in 1838. He also began
managing the Calhoun estate
known as Fort Hill, which he
eventually purchased from the
Calhouns.
The university's founder
became increasingly concerned
about the importance of agricultural and technological education, and stressing its importance
became his life's work. In the
words of Clemson, "I have long
been of the opinion that the time
would surely come when, in this
country more than any other, the
demand for scientific instruction,
and that in its highest grade,
would be imperative."
Serving as United States
Superintendent of Agricultural
Affairs, Clemson brought about
the creation of an Agriculture
Department with a chemistry
laboratory and also the passage
of the Morrill Land Grant College Act of 1862.
Clemson lived the remainder of
his life at Fort Hill. He was bitterly disappointed that his
efforts to establish a college did
not materialize before his death
in 1888.
His hope for South Carolina's
future, however, prompted him
to will his 880-acre plantation to

the state for the establishment of
Clemson Agricultural College.
Thursday night's lecture
The celebration of the induction of Thomas Clemson into the
Hall of Science and Technology
began with a lecture Thursday,
Sept. 22, in the Lee Hall
auditorium. Ernest M. Lander,
alumni professor of history and
expert on the Clemson and
Calhoun families, spoke on the
tragic private life of Clemson.
According to Lander, although
Clemson was successful in his
promotion of science and
technology, his private life was
plagued with troubles. Lander
said the university's founder is
remembered as stern, bitter, and
unhappy. William Pinckney, who
was a guest at Fort Hill several
years before Clemson's death,
described him as a "lonely,
desolate, miserable man."
During his marriage to Anna,
Clemson had four children. The
first child died during infancy
and the second at age three. The
other two children, a son and a
daughter, survived to adulthood,
but both died in 1871 within 17
days of each other.
Lander explained that Clemson
was "moody and frequently worried about his finances." The
financial concerns resulted from
bad investments by both his
Calhoun and Clemson relatives.
According to Lander, Clemson
also suffered from a variety of
physical ailments, including
stomach upsets, bronchitis, and
arthritis. Alcoholism was also a
problem for the distraught man.
Someone once said, while Clemson
Belgium, he "has been drunk ever
of Science and Technology,
since he left the United States."
Lander has written several
biographical books dealing with
the life of Thomas Clemson, as
well as other members of the

Clemson and Calhoun families.
Genetic Engineering
Reuben M. Sacher, director of
Biological Research at the Monsanto Agricultural Products
Company in St. Louis, was the
guest speaker at last Friday
afternoon's lecture in honor of
Clemson.
His topic, Genetic Engineering
and Its Potential Role in Future
Agriculture, centered on the way
scientists are manipulating
genes to produce better crop
varieties.
This manipulation, according
to Sacher, will broaden a plant's
ability to resist insects and to
tolerate drought, excess salt in
the soil, and cold water.
He stressed that although
many people are scared of the
kind of plant which could be
created, the bureaucrats need to
wake up.
Funding is needed now, Sacher
said, because in the near future
more and more food plants will
be needed to feed an increasing
population.
photo by Roy Irwin

This statue of Thomas Green Clemson stands in front of
Formal induction banquet
The formal induction ceremony Tillman Hall
took place at a banquet held Fri- Richard W. Riley, do hereby pro- sorry that none of Mr. Clemson's
day night at the Clemson House. claim Sept. 23, 1983, as the day descendants could be with us
The banquet was in honor and for our citizens of South Carolina tonight. In a way, that's aprecognition of the significant to join me in thoughtful recogni- propriate, however, because we
achievements and contributions tion and genuine appreciation of are all his heirs."
Clemson University can indeed
of Thomas Green Clemson. The the achievements of Thomas
look
back with pride at its foundbanquet was also to install him Green Clemson."
Joe Davenport, chairman of ing father, a determined man
into the Hall of Science and
the board of trustees of the Hall with a dream which finally came
Technology.
Opening remarks were made of Science and Technology true. "We're not there yet, at the
by Harry Durham, executive presented the LeConte Medallion peak of excellence, where we'd
director of university relations, and Scroll to Clemson University like to be," Atchley said. "But
we're proud of what Clemson
and an invocation was offered by President Bill L. Atchley.
University has already been able
"I
take
great
pride
in
accepting
the Reverend Thomas C. Davis
of the Holy Trinity Episcopal the LeConte Medallion on behalf to accomplish for this state. And
of Clemson University, and on somewhere, I am sure Mr. Tom
Church.
A proclamation by South behalf of the man who founded Clemson is feeling very proud,
Carolina Gov. Richard W. Riley this institution, Thomas Green too."
was read, in which he said, "I, Clemson," Atchley said. "I am

NO CIVILIAN BAND
CAN MAKE YOU THIS OFFER.
If you're a musician who's serious
about performing, you should take a
serious look at the Army.
Army bands offer you an average
of 40 performances a month. In everything from concerts to parades.
Army bands also offer you a
chance to travel.

It's a genuine, right-now, immeThe Army has bands performing
diate
opportunity.
in Japan, Hawaii, Europe and all
Compare
it to your civilian offers.
across America.
Then
write:
Army
Opportunities, P.O.
And Army bands offer you the
chance to play with good musicians. Just Box 300, North Hollywood, CA 91603.
to qualify, you have to be able to sightARMY BAND.
read music you've never seen before and
BEALLYOUCANBE.
demonstrate several other musical skills.
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Campus Bulletin
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Attention Pre-Pharmacy students.
Dr. Joe Hodge from the MUSC College of
Pharmacy will be on campus Oct. 4, 9-12
noon for individual interviews and 2-3
p.m. for a general interest meeting and
discussion in room 216 Long Hall. For
more information and reservations call
Ken Wagner at 2416.
The Clemson Forestry Club is selling
firewood for $40 for the first face cord and
$35 for each additional face cord. Call the
Forestry department to order. Each order
will be delivered and stacked.
Walter Goodson, the minority recruiter
from MUSC, will be on campus Oct. 4,
1-3 p.m. for individual interviews and 3-4
p.m. for a general interest discussion of
special interest to minority students interested in a career in the Medical or
Health Sciences in room 216 Long Hall.
For more information and reservations
call Ken Wagner at 2416.
All new and old members of Phi Eta
Sigma who are interested in "Ale-ing"
world affairs are invited to attend the annual Beer-Tasting Bash Oct. 6, at 7 p.m.
in Byrnes Lounge. There will be a $50
prize for the best "tale about ale." For
more information, call 8526 or 654-1612.
The Clemson Aeronautical Association
will be holding a meeting at 7 p.m. in room
103 Sirrine Hall, Monday, Oct. 3. All interested persons are invited to attend.
The Tae Kwon Doe short course scheduled on three consecutive Tuesdays in
October was initially priced at $6 per person, but is now free. If you wish to attend
the three sessions, sign up at the info desk

and arrive 30 minutes early for warm-up.
The instructor for the course will be Ned
McDevitt.
There will be a clinic beginning Thursday, Oct. 6, at 8 p.m. on the second floor
library of Strode Tower, dealing with
"How to Present Yourself More Effectively to Others." If you are interested,
please attend.
The University Recording Society will
have a meeting Monday, Oct. 3, at 7:45 p.m.
outside the Student Senate Chambers.
New members are welcome. If you cannot
attend, give Steve Hott a call at 654-4329,
William at 6511, or Richard at 6636.
The Phi Eta Sigma initiation is
Tuesday, Oct. 11, at 6:30 p.m. in the
Senate Chambers. There will be a picnic
immediately following in Earle Hall.

Campus tape co-op: Maxell or TDK
cassettes. High-bias, 90-minute recording
tapes. Only $3 each! Call Mike at 2279 for
more intormation.
First-quality Sassoon jeans only $18.95
at Nex t' New across from Ole Norms.
Open 10-6 p.m. Tuesday-Thursday.
Needed: someone to coach for GRE's.
Call 654-5023.
Shure Microphones 4 Sm 57's, 2 Sm
58 's with cables and stands are $550. Call
7473 and ask for Tripp.

Professional haircuts and perms at half
price. Call Laura at 7862.
New credit card! Nobody refused! Also
VISA/MasterCard. Call 1-805-687-6000
Ext. C-3405.
College sweatshirts! Harvard (grey),
Yale (white), Princeton (navy), Dartmouth
(kelly), North Carolina (light blue), USC
(white), others. $12.50 each postpaid.
S-M-L-XL. Send check to LMg, Box 317,
Brookhaven, MS 39601. COD orders call
1-601-835-1085.

A.M. and M.V.—Congratulations!
Have a happy 3rd at the Ramada. We love
ya both. The M.V. Fan Club.
Geezabadeeze, Ron, and Strom, PF of M,
said hey; but I can't wait to see my
favorite pamdidate—Joe.
Kim, I miss your tongue between my
toes.
Drinking ain't got to be pretty. How's
Atlanta going to look painted purple?

Impress your friends—impress me!
Shop at Kesevalter's Clothing Co., 109
College Ave., across from Knickerbocker's.

D.R. —Remember
generalizations.

Microphone Snake custom 24-channel
125-ft. low impedence for $325. Call 7473
and ask for Tripp.

"Mr. Utts," be good while I'm gone this
weekend! Looking forward to Homecoming!
Be Sweet—Hot Moma.

CLASSIFIEDS
Earn $500 or more each school year.
Flexible hours. Monthly payment for
placing posters on campus. Bonus based
on results. Prizes are awarded as well.
1-800-526-0883.

Gena, Happy 18 Birthday! Go fly a
kite! Love, "Hornet."

Available immediately. Two-bedroom
furnished apartment. Close to campus.
654-1719.
A progressive keyboard player with
keyboards is wanted for jamming and
writing. Contact Peter or Mike at
654-1275.
A Fall Festival will be held at Clemson
United Methodist Church on Saturday,
Oct. 15, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. featuring
baked goods, canned goods, needle crafts,
woodworking, holiday items, and lunch.
PERSONALS
Tony, Dahling: Happy birthday Saturday! Why don't you join me after the
theatre. We might go somewhere! Love,
Margot Wendice.

to

make

Robbie Baker Fans—Try the new Robbie
Baker Sub at Subway.
Pooh—Hope the week has been a good
one. Looking forward to Homecoming
with my hellacious date. GAM.
Bo—Stack it up and stuff it in. The
Robbie Baker Fan Club.
Many thanks to the Robbie Bakerettes
for the party, the banner, and the fun.
Robbie Baker.
Pam—How close is too close?—B.
Be a lobster at MIKE and DAVE's and
be SOMEBODY...
Amy—Hope you enjoyed the party. No
one told us; we have ways of finding out.

ORGANIZATIONS
LAST WEEK
To Pick Up Contracts For TAPS 1984
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday 3-5 p.m.
TAPS Is Located On
9th Level Student Union
Phone 2379

not
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Features
Architecture offers foreign study
by Emily Eitel
staff writer

tensive history report relevant to
what he learns during his stay.
In doing the research required
Graduate students in Architec- for this assignment, Cynthia
ture and seniors majoring in Byrdic learned so much that she
Building Science and Manage- described the report as "one of
ment (in the Department of the best things I did over there."
Architecture) have an educaTeaching at the Charles E.
tional opportunity to participate Daniel Center, where administrain a program which enables them tion of the courses offered is cento spend a semester at Genoa, tralized, are two professors.
Italy, where architecture actually Dr. C. Fera, an Italian, is in
charge of the program's course
began.
While in Genoa, the students work. Also, each year a different
take courses every day, as they Clemson professor from the Ardo in Clemson. However, the cur- chitecture Department is sent to
riculum is greatly enriched help. This gives the participating
because the students have the students the diversity of having
chance to actually see and ex- an American and an Italian
plore what is being studied professor.
firsthand. Credits and grades
In their free time, students are
earned are directly transferred exposed to new social and culonto the students' Clemson tural experiences. For example,
dinner parties, attended by oftranscripts.
The overseas study program is ficials from the American
currently in its 10th year of ex- Embassy in Italy, are hosted by,,
istence at Clemson. Harlan E. acquaintances of Dean McClure.
McClure, dean of Architecture, is Raymond McGill, a student who
its founder, and faculty in that spent this past semester in
department are responsible for Genoa, stated, "You quickly
organizing it. Dean McClure learn that meals are more of a
stated that he and his faculty social event than anything else.
hope that "all fifth-year graduate They may last as long as two or
students of the six-year Architec- three hours."
There are also very good
ture curriculum go, if at all possible. Unfortunately, the financial traveling opportunities, McClure
conditions of many make that said. Students are given a few
weekdays off, as well as the
wish impossible."
Each semester, 15 to 20 weekends, to take advantage of
students usually go to Genoa, the chance to see some of the
located in Northern Italy. They sights throughout Europe. The
live in a villa, where they are most convenient means of access
assigned daily chores to help out is by train. A "eurail" pass may
with the housework. They have be purchased, enabling the stuan Italian secretary to teach dents to take a train anytime to a
number of cities for as long as the
them the language.
The usual school day consists pass is valid.
Carolyn Lantz, a sophomore
of drawing classes and lectures in
the mornings and studio work in majoring in Architecture, said,
the afternoons. Also, each stu- "All the undergraduates I know
dent is required to write an ex- are really excited about the pro-

gram and look forward to having
the chance to participate."
Byrdic is currently an architecture student in her sixth year.
Having gone to Genoa during
this past spring, she said, "It
was the most logical thing for me
to do as an architecture student.
It's an overwhelming experience
to learn so much about another
culture, particularly that of Italy.
Evidence of the history of architecture and the history of the
world is all around you there. The
program, as a whole, is super."
McGill feels that his semester
in Genoa was rewarding for
several reasons. "Through the
program," he said, "you're exposed to different construction
techniques. Also, the way
Italians live and think reflects a
totally different perspective from
that which Americans have, as far
as what they consider is important. Instead of seeing America
from within, you see it from
another country's viewpoint. It
definitely broadens your general
awareness."
Dean McClure encourages all
qualified students to investigate
the possibility of going to Genoa.
The Dean's secretary handles the
list of the program's possible participants on a first-come, firstserve basis. The grade-point
ratios of those students allowed
to go to Genoa must be in good
standing.
The program is designed specifically for fifth-year graduate
students; therefore, these
students have first priority.
However, exceptions for seniors
majoring in Building Science and
Management are made often.
The most significant advantage of going to Genoa for a
semester, as opposed to the option of staying in Clemson, Dean

photo by Annette Freytag

Cynthia Byrdic an architecture student in her sixth year spent
a semester stuyding in Genoa, Italy last spring. "Evidence of the
history of architecture ... is all around you there," she said.
McClure said, is the fact that
"the students have the unique
opportunity of living and solving
complex architectural problems
in an ancient environment, which
is, at the same time, a very

modern society. They are challenged by such things as finding
new functions for old buildings
without damaging in any way
the priceless details of these
structures."

Ham Radio readies members for FCC test
by Dean Zavada
staff writer
While most students associate the use
of radios with tuning to their favorite station to listen to a certain type of music,
the members of the Ham Radio Club have
a different association. They use their
ham radios more like C.B.s rather than
listening to the top 40.
The Ham Radio Club at Clemson is involved in many activities. Most of these
activities the club performs couldn't be
accomplished without the aid of the two
$200 radios and one $700 radio with
which the club is equipped.
The radios are used to send and receive
traffic messages and messages to other
students and to call friends and relatives
who live far away.
Besides conversing with other ham
radio operators, the club teaches morse
code and electronics to prepare students
for getting their licenses to operate ham
radios. To get a license, one has to pass a
test given by the FCC (Federal Communications Commission).
Oyer the past few years, the club has
participated in many events such as car
washes and picnics. The club has also participated in a make-believe nuclear accident. The club volunteered to be part of
the civil drill, contacting people about
evacuation procedures and other vital in-

photo by Roy Irwin

Dr. Lewis T. Fitch, Amateur Radio Club advisor, demonstrates the use of some
club equipment.
contest, which is sponsored by the Naformation.
tional Radio Club, is an event to deterThis year the club's projects include
mine the operator who can get the largest
restoring an old computer and particinumber of contacts and the largest
pating in a national contest, along with
amount of people in a certain time span.
several other events. The computer will be
Although the club has already had an
used to track and move antennas. The

open house for new members, club President Randy Davenport said, "If anyone is
interested in sending or receiving
messages, give me a call at 8441."
The club holds its meetings in the basement of Godfrey Hall every other Tuesday. The club currently has 20 members
and is willing to expand the number.
Other officers include Vice President
Lewis Duran and Secretary-Treasurer
David Paul.
"One of the advantages of participation
in the club is that you get to talk to different people, including people far away,"
Randy said. "It's a great way to overcome
shyness."
Although people without licenses are
not allowed to transmit on ham radios,
there is a loophole in the federal law,
which the FCC encourages people to use.
The loophole allows non-licensed people to
use ham radios if a licensed operator is
also present. The exception there is to
allow more people to experience the fun of
using ham radios.
The area of ham radio use will soon even
be taken to the boundaries of outer space.
The next space shuttle mission, scheduled
to commence Oct. 28, will be manned in
part by a ham operator. He will be the
first ham operator in space. He will be
given a station from which to operate that
will be used to promote friendship among
o'ther ham operators.
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Y-Movies:

I
"1977" direct from New York!
sept. 30-oct 1, 9 p.m., $1
Chilla Cella Night wiith Aldo cella, live!
Oct. 6, 8 p.m. FREE!

pre-Cruise social!
information,
refreshments, and
slide show.
Oct. 6, 7-9 p.m.
in Palmetto
Ballroom. FREE!!

"Best Friends," Sept. 30-oct. 1,
7 &9:15 p.m., $1.50
"Position Adventure," Oct. 2,
8 p.m., FREE!!
Monday Classic: "All Quiet on the
western Front," Oct. 3, 8 p.m.
$1
5-DC Movie: "La Strada," Oct. 5,
7:30 p.m., $2

wine & Cheese Tasting
Party with ALDO in
person, from Cella
wines. All the cheese
and wine you can drink
and eat. $4—Sign up at
information Desk by
Oct. 5. (Max. 80 people.)
Oct. 7, 4-6:30 p.m. at
Edgar's. Sponsored by
the coffeehouse
Committee ... we do it
in the CUTTER!

Homecoming Show! See
Bob Hope Saturday, Oct. 8, at
8 p.m., Littlejohn coliseum.
Tickets at union Box Office.
On sale now—Bob Hope
Homecoming T-shirts!

Short Courses:

NUT HUT DISCOUNT! TO
help ease the high cost
of school and increase
the pleasure of snacking
... present this ad and
get 10C off Rise-nShine or Trail Mix
Snacks.

Bridal seminar, Oct. 19, 26, Nov. 2,9,16, 30
7-8:30 p.m., $3. Sign up by Oct. 12.
JUdO, NOV. 7, 14, 21, 28; 7-8 p.m., $5.
Sign up by Oct. 24.
Alcohol Awareness, Oct. 11,18, 25;
7-8:30 p.m., FREE
Self Defense (Tae Kwon Do), Oct. 11,18, 25;
7-8:30 p.m., $6. Sign up by Oct. 4.
Beginning Rockclimbing; Oct. 13,15; $10
(includes transportation and equipment). Sign up at the information Desk.

Bob Hope "Ski Slope"
Look-Alike contest,
and Movie, "Son of
Paleface," Starring
Bob Hope! Oct. 4,
7:30 p.m. in Edgar's,
FREE!

cu

CLEMSON

Horseback Riding!
Saturday, Oct. 15, sign
up at the information
Desk.

Ut
college Bowl
intramurals!
Schedule of upcoming
matches:
Tuesday, Oct. 4; Senate
Chambers, 6:45-9 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 11, union
Board Room,
6:45-9:30 p.m.

UNIVERSITY

UNION

Fantastic Fall Fares: Anywhere
in South Carolina to anywhere in
North Carolina for $29 each way!
Fly to New York, Detroit,
Boston, Washington, D.C
(through Nov. 20) $99 each way.
Travel Center hours:
Monday through Friday 1-4 p.m.
Phone 2463.

i
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Entertainment
Regional Notes

Fall festival this weekend

"Fiddles and Vittles," the
third annual fall festival, will be
held Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 1
and 2, at Y-Beach. The event is
raising funds for the benefit of
abused and neglected children in
upstate South Carolina.
Live entertainment, arts and
crafts, games, and bake sales are
some of the attractions of the
two-day festival. Tickets are
$3.50. The festivities begin at
10 a.m. Saturday and Sunday at
1 p.m.
Greenwood Civic Center
Johnny Lee, who had the hit

song "Lookin' for Love," will be
in concert Oct. 1, at 8 p.m.
Appearing with Lee will be
Reba Mclntire, who had her first
number one single on the country
charts in January.
Tickets are $8.50 and $9.50. All
seats are reserved. Tickets are on
sale at Draisen's Jewelry in
Anderspn and Carole's Records
in Greenville.
The Warehouse Theater
Greenville's Warehouse
Theater is presenting "What the
Butler Saw" by Joe Orton. The
comedy, a modern farce about a

psychiatrist and his wife, is being
presented Sept. 29 and 30, Oct. 1,
and Oct. 5-8. General admission
tickets are $5 for performances
on Wed., Thurs., and Sun., and
$5.50 for Fri. and Sat. performances. Call 235-6948 for more
information.
Greensboro Coliseum Complex
The "King of Punk Funk,"
Rick James, is coming to the
complex Oct. 7. New Edition,
Kurtis Blow, Mary Jane Girls,
and Stone City Band will appear
with James. Tickets are $12 and
$10.

photo by Robert Delgado

Teresa Davis and Graham Frye appear in the Clemson
Players' opener "Picnic" through Oct. 1.

Play Review

Players' opener
more than a picnic

girls, is a concerned character,
hoping that her daughters can
have all the things she never got
"Picnic," this season's opener the chance to have. Angela Elam,
for the Clemson Players, is an who plays the part of Flo, gives
emotional "rebirth" to problems the situations in the play a
sincereness. She gives the play a
we all must face.
The stage is set in a little town, certain amount of credibility.
Alan Seymour, played by
which is seen vividly through the
excellent set work done for the Morgan McCall Molthrop, is the
epitome of stereotypical casting.
play.
The women in the play domi- Seymour's "preppy" type of
nate the town, and with the in- charm is played well by Molthrop.
Without the charming twotroduction of the male figure, Hal
Carter, played by Graham Frye, some of Rosemary Sydney and
conflict arises. While putting Howard Bevans, a "comfortable
aside Graham Frye's physical ap- couple" getting on in age, there
pearance, the actor seems to have would be an important experitalent. He delivers his lines with ence unexplored. Charlotte Holt
ease and reminds the audience and Robin Roberts convincingly
that Hal Carter is more than a portray what getting older must
be like.
lousy bum.
Minor characters such as
Millie and Madge Owens remind
the audience of the typical sister Helen Potts, played by Vickie
relationship. Millie, played by Mims, give the play that feeling
Karrie Britton, is the new type of of having this happen next door.
tomgirl, one with feelings of hid- Potts is the lady with the "sweet
den femininity. Although she old personality."
The finishing touches come
resents her sister's beauty, she is
the one character who seems to with the "performing" schoolknow who she is and where she is teachers. Ann Marie Armstrong
going, unlike most of the and Ilene Fins add refreshing
characters in the beginning of pauses to a deep look at problems
faced in life.
the play.
Through the actors and direcTeresa Davis, handling the
part of Madge, shows some light tion of Clifton Egan, emotions
on how being beautiful really af- such as love, confusion, and
fects a person's life. Davis gives jealousy come alive, making this
an emotional performance that play much more fun than any
draws one close to her character. picnic.
Flo Owens, the mother of the
._.
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by Jim Martin
staff writer
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Karrie Britton, a freshman computer science major, has one of the leading roles in the current
Clemson Players' production.

Center Stage

Player finds group 'a family'

vn:nn(nn
by Julie Ellington
staff writer
T..I:„

Even though this is her first year at Clemson,
Karrie Britton has already become involved in the
Clemson Players by playing the role of Millie Owens
in their current production of "Picnic."
Britton is a freshman computer science major
who is originally from Pittsburgh, but she has lived
in Columbia for about three years. She said her
primary reason for choosing to come "to Clemson
was that it combined excellent computer science
and theater programs.
Her goal upon arriving at Clemson was to get
into the Clemson Players. "I had to be involved the
minute I walked through the door," she said.
Now after being a member of the group for
about five weeks, she has found that the Clemson
Players are like a family. "It was scary at first," she
said, "because I'd heard that the Clemson Players
were a very tight group." But after working with
them, she said that they take in new members very
quickly.
Britton has been working in the theater for
seven years. She says that she enjoys acting
because "I love to talk to people. I'm a very open
person by nature, so getting up on the stage is very
easy for me."
Her experience includes doing career development series for Educational Television and studying
at the Governor's School for the Arts. She has appeared in such plays as "Shadow Box," "Ring
Around the Moon," "Ten Nights in a Barroom,"
and "Somewhere a Stranger." She also worked as
technical director for "Wedding Band" and "One
Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest."
Britton enjoys working in other aspects of the
productions in addition to acting. "I feel that I

cK._-u.lH snpnrl
(technical work],"
w
should
spend snmp
some hnurs
hours in tech [technical
she said. "There's a lot to do as far as tech is concerned. I didn't get to put in half as much time on
this play as I wanted to, but I did help out with
costumes and things like that."
For her career, she plans to stick with computer
science, but she is not going to give up acting. "I
want to get into community theater," Britton said.
"I'll find the one that I want to be a part of, and I'll
never leave it."
She is planning to try out for summer stock
theater companies in the next few years. "But that's
as far as it will go," she said. "My major is going to
be computer science."
Because of all the time taken up by the play, she
hasn't really had time to become involved in any of
the other activities at Clemson, but she would like to
get into the speech and debate program once she
gets a chance.
"We rehearse the play Sundays through Thursdays from 7:30 till 10:30. Then within the last week
and a half, it's every night."
As a newcomer who has recently made it into
the Players, Britton advises students planning to
audition to "jump right in. Give everything you've
got to the audition. You will not be embarrassed
because everybody there gives their all at the audition. If you hold back anything, you won't make it."
So far, the reactions she has received have been
good. "It's difficult to tell, though," she said. "I
need my fellow actors and actresses to be very
honest with me because I can't really tell how my
performance was.
"I'm really excited about 'Picnic' because it's
my first play with the Clemson Players," she said.
"I was happy to get in from the start. I feel like I fit
in at Clemson now because I've found an organization where I belong."
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Album Review

Group strikes back
by Robert Miller
managing editor

photo by Tim Alexander

Second-generation country star Hank Williams, Jr. performed in concert in Littlejohn Coliseum
last Friday night.

Concert Review

t
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Concert has 'touch of country

by Angela Cartrette
staff writer
Clemson got a touch of country
Friday night, as Hank Williams, Jr.
performed in Littlejohn Coliseum.
The concert got off to a great
start with Leon Everette and the
Hurricane Band; A South Carolina
native himself, Everette socialized
with the audience by coming
down onto the floor, singing, and
shaking hands with his fans. He
entertained us with many of his
popular songs, including "My
Lady Loves Me," and "Midnight
Rodeo."
After the intermission, Hank's
manager came on stage to sing
"I Don't Call Hank Williams, Jr.,
Junior Anymore." Then he introduced the man we had all been
waiting to see. Hank, Jr. came on
stage singing "Dixie on My
Mind." Backed by his 'Bama
Band, Hank delivered hit after
hit, leaving the audience yelling
for more.
During-the middle of the show,
there was a breathtaking backdrop of a ram on a ledge overlooking mountains behind the stage.
The lighting changed several
times on this magnificent back-

drop, causing ooohs and aaahs
from the audience. Also during
this part of the show, Hank sat
on a stool and did a few of his
slower songs, dressed in a bright
red Jim Beam T-shirt.
Then suddenly the backdrop
changed to a painting of Indians
and horses. Hank pulled off the
T-shirt and brought out a drum,
beating a rhythm that we all
knew belonged to "Kaw-Liga."
By this time all of us who were
up close had been blocked in on
all sides by Hank fans down
front. Our throats were raw from
screaming, and our boot heels
were worn by all that stomping.
But there was still more to come.
In the middle of "Kaw-Liga,"
bare-chested Hank hopped onto
the piano and with his trusty fiddle, sawed out the rest of the
song.
For the finale, Hank's manager
came out to join him in a tradition, a "Family Tradition," that
is. Whenever it was time for the
chorus of the song, the stage
became quiet, and it was indicated that we should sing. So we
sang, and quite well, if I say so
myself. I think even ole
Bocephus himself was impressed.

DEATH
"I SAW THE DEAD, SMALL AND
GREAT, STAND BEFORE GOD,
AND THE BOOKS WERE OPENED"
REVELATION 20:12
University Baptist Church
Old Pendleton Road
654-6427

,

The concert was a lot of fun
and a great success. Hank's only
problem is that he rarely talks to
his audience, but his great performance Friday night made
even that seem insignificant.
From "Goin' Huntin'," to "A
Country Boy Can Survive," we
all had a great time. And if
heaven really ain't a lot like dixie,
well, you know what that means.

It has been two years since The
Moody Blues released their
number-one album, Long Distance
Voyager, and they are striking
back with their most recent
work, The Present.
The five-man group from
England has once again scored
with their haunting melodies and
ballads recorded within a rock
framework. This practice continues to bring the group
platinum success. With John
Lodge on bass, Justin Hayward
on guitar, Graeme Edge at the
drums, Ray Thomas playing the
flute, and Patrick Moraz at the
keyboards and synthesizers, the
group masterfully blends
together to form that distinct
sound that spells The Moody
Blues.
The first cut on the album,
"Blue World," is basically a song
about today's problems and simple non-violent solutions to those
problems. This cut has to be a
definite hit for the group because
of the excellent synthesizer parts
plus its simple but catchy beat.
The single release that is on the
charts now, "Sitting at the
Wheel," is one of the few upbeat
songs on the album. It is not like
the traditional Moody Blues
ballads; however, its popularity
probably comes from its likeness
to the hit "The Voice" off the
Long Distance Voyager album.
Other songs on the album that
show promise as potential hits

are "Under My Feet," "It's Cold
Outside of Your Heart," "Running Water," and "Sorry."
"Under My Feet" is just a good
song mainly because of the synthesizers and drums. These instruments make the somewhat
unclear lyrics come alive. The
lyrics deal with taking chances
and dealing with the outcomes of
the chances.
"It's Cold Outside of Your
Heart" and "Sorry" are just
those typical ballads you find on
any Moody Blues album. In this
case, the use of different octaves
and wave lengths on the synthesizers, plus Hayward's guitar,
add color to both of the songs. ,
The best cut on the album has
to be "Running Water," which is
a ballad like most of the others,
but which has unique qualities
that set it off from the others.
Justin Hayward's soft, melodic
voice adds a pleasant sound to
the song. Add that to the strong
background movements from
Moraz's keyboards and synthesizers, and you have a relaxing
ballad.
The Moody Blues may make
history repeat itself by making
The Present another outstanding
album like Out of This World. If
they do and audiences are pleased,
I would look for more songs to be
released in the next few months
because it is a rarity for a band to
put together such different
sounds. The Moody Blues have
been doing it for years, and they
have done it—again.
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Take Two

"Camping out' an experience
By Bob Adams
entertainment editor

This past weekend was an experience in entertaining for hundreds of students, as they
camped around the library for
tickets to the annual ClemsonUSC football clash. .
I was out there, and it was interesting, to say the least. My
only other try at camping for
tickets was during my freshman
year when I camped for date
tickets. Our small group was illprepared for the night ahead,
which got quite chilly and wet.
But this year we were prepared, and so were most of the

other campers. Camping out has
become almost as much of a
tradition as the football team
running down the hill into Death
Valley.
Campers began staking their
claims on spots at the library at
10:15 a.m. Saturday. I know,
since we were the first to place
our materials at the library. By
Saturday evening the courtyard
in front of the library had been
transformed into the site of a
36-hour party.
As for being prepared, campers
found numerous ways to cope
with the "outdoor life." Some
campers brought radios and
cassette players, while others
could not shake the television
habit. We found the best way to
be prepared was to take an electric blanket and several sleeping
bags. Potato chips, peanut butter, and Pop Tarts were also

necessities.
Speaking of food, one of the
more interesting points about
camping was the delivery of food
to the library. Providing a
description of your clothing was
a change from the normal ordering process. To add a little
elegance to the experience, we
held a candlelight pizza dinner.
Watch out, Carolina Cup, camping out may become the social
event of the season.
Probably the best part of the
whole weekend was Monday
morning when the people from
the athletic department arrived
at the library. Of course, you are
most likely saying that we
wasted our time camping for
tickets since there were still
some available at 10 a.m. Monday,
but can you say that you enjoyed
buying your ticket as much as I
did? I didn't think so.

Auditions held
The Clemson Players are
holding auditions for their next
production, "American Buffalo,"
Oct. 2 and 3.
The play, set in a junk shop,
features three men. "Although
the parts are open only to men,
anyone who wants to help with
the production of the play is
welcome to come to the auditions," Pat Seitz, publicity
director of the Clemson
Players, said.
Technical crew members are

especially needed, Seitz said.
"No experience is necessary,
and the auditions are not
limited to students," Seitz said.
Faculty and staff members are
also welcome.
"Everyone is welcome to
come to auditions, whether
they want to audition, help with
publicity, or just watch to see
how the auditions are conducted."
The auditions will be held in
Daniel Hall Annex beginning at
7:30 p.m. on Sunday and Monday.

FALL
BREAK
IS
COMING

Make-up Pictures for TAPS Oct. 10-12
in Student Government Building.

Interested in Avoiding Lines?

Sign-up sheets to reserve time slots will be
posted at TAPS on Monday morning at
suite 901, 9th floor, in the student union.
Reservations cannot be made over the phone,
and only 400 slots per day will be available.

fa
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"CLEMSON'S
REAL-LIFE RERUNS"
presented 'In The Round'—
Death Valley
FRIDAY, OCT. 7
Pep Rally: 7 p.m.
Tigerama: 7:30 p.m.
TICKETS $1.00
CLEMSON OUTLETS: MR. KNICKERBOCKER
LYNCH DRUG STORE
HOLIDAY INN
CAMPUS OUTLETS:
HARCOMBE & SCHILETTER DINING HALLS
STUDENT LIFE-MELL HALL
STUDENT AFFAIRS-SIKES HALL
CLEMSON HOUSE
BLUE KEY MEMBERS

1

msmessk

COORDINATED BY BLUE KEY
PRODUCED BY WSBF
STUDENT RADIO STATION
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Sports
Second-ranked Tigers tie Duke, top Cats
NCAA rankings.

by Scott Freeman
staff writer

Western Carolina
Wednesday night, the Tigers played
host to the Catamounts from Western
Carolina, and after building a 2-0 halftime lead, head coach I. M. Ibrahim's
booters exploded for seven second-half
goals as they devastated their badly outclassed opponent.
Six players were in on the scoring, with
defender Adubarie Otorubio leading the
way with three. Striker Nash contributed
two.
Nash opened the scoring at the 40:49
mark on an assist from Bill Fortner. Gary
Duke
Sunday afternoon, approximately 5000 Conner scored the only other goal of the
fans crammed Riggs Field to watch the first half with 14 minutes remaining on an
nation's two best soccer teams do battle. assist from Nash.
The nightmare began for Western
What they saw was a completely defensive game, which ended in a scoreless tie Carolina in the second half, as Nash got
after two periods of regulation play and things started with his final goal of the
evening. Otorubio stretched the Ciemson
two periods of overtime.
Ciemson had several opportunities to lead to 4-0 when he drilled in a goal on an
score, but could never quite get the ball assist from Morgan.
The Tigers then scored two goals in less
into the goal. Freshman Gary Conner
missed two opportunities in the first half than one minute. Fortner tapped one in
over the Catamount goalie at the 35:33
and another in the second.
Chuck Nash also saw a couple of scoring mark, and Otorubio booted in a goal with
opportunities slip by. His first shot on 34:57 left.
Clemson's seventh goal of the evening
goal came in the second half, and he missed
a set-up by Maxwell Amatisiro early on in was a 35-yard line-drive by Otorubio at
the 29:31 mark.
the first overtime.
Two more Tigers got in on the action as
But while Ciemson threatened to score
several times, the Tigers' defense didn't Eric Eichmann struck with 11:27 remainhave too much trouble'.containing the ing and Bernard Gray scored with 8:04
Blue DeVil attack. Duke spent much of its left.
Ibrahim said he was pleased with the
time defending its goals, concentrating
way his team has played so far. "We're
less on offense than on defense.
Although the tie didn't settle any ques- a pretty neat little soccer team that has a
tions concerning the ACC title race, the lot of freshmen in the lineup," he said.
deadlock was enough to vault Ciemson in- "I'm pretty proud of the way we've been
to the number-two spot on the latest playing."

After playing two completely opposite
type of soccer teams this past week, the
Ciemson hooters remain unbeaten at
7-0-1 and have given up only one goal so
far this season.
The Tigers rose to number two in the
latest NCAA soccer poll after a 0-0 tie
with top-ranked Duke Sunday. Wednesday night, Ciemson trounced Western
Carolina, 9-0, proving to some that the
high ranking was deserved.

photo by Chris Cross

Eric Eichmann prepares to cross the ball in front of the goal during Sunday's
0-0 tie with Duke.

Netters open fall seasons
by Scott Freeman
staff writer
Both the men's and women's tennis teams are
busy playing fall tournaments in preparation for the
spring season. Men's coach Chuck Kriese took his
netters to Columbia this past weekend to participate in the Converse Classic, while the Lady Tigers
are preparing for the upcoming South Carolina Invitational.
Men
In the Tigers' first outing of the season, the
Converse Classic, which included Tennessee,
Auburn, and South Carolina, they dropped their
opening round match to defending SEC champ
Auburn 4-5.
The Tigers came back with a 5-4 win over Tennessee, where they "took control" of the doubles
play, according to Kriese.
"[Matt] Frooman hit the best returns I've seen
in college tennis, "Kriese said, "and [Richard]
Matezewski was so devastating on his return that
they weren't able to volley when he was returning.
"I thought we had some good doubles teams,
but I didn't know how they would mesh," Kriese
said. "Right now, I'm encouraged."
This weekend, the Tigers will play host to their
own Fall Tennis Classic, which will feature nine
teams from all over the country. Among those
teams scheduled to compete are Minnesota, Purdue,
Mississippi, Kentucky, and Georgia.
The tournament will be played along an opendraw format, with a 64 draw in singles and a 32
draw in doubles. Kriese said he feels the tournament
format will be a plus for the players, especially at
this point in the season.
"We'll have 10 guys entered," he said, "and I
feel like it will provide the right type of pressure at
this time of the year."
The tournament's favorites, according to
Kriese, should be Frederick Pahlett of Minnesota,
Allen Miller of Georgia, Zoran Petkovic of South
Carolina, Adam Abele of Purdue, and Clemson's

Rick Rudeen.
According to Kriese, the teams favored to win
should be Ciemson, Georgia, South Carolina, and
SIU-Edwardsville.
As for the Ciemson lineup for the upcoming
year, Kriese said he feels that the team is wide open.
"Right now, we really have a dog fight as far as
the positions are concerned," he said. "There are no
positions established. Our number-one guy from last
year could be our number five guy this year."
However, Kriese did mention some players who
have impressed him so far. "Freshman Lawson
Duncan is doing very well," he said, "and
Matezewski, Andy Krantz, Miguel Nido, and Rick
Rudeen are doing well also.
Women
The Lady Tigers will open up their fall season
this weekend in the South Carolina Invitational.
The eight-team field will feature Ciemson, South
Carolina, South Florida, Duke, North Carolina,
Wisconsin, Indiana, and Southern Methodist.
Even without last year's NCAA singles runnerup Gigi Fernandez, who is in training in Florida, the
Lady Tigers appear to be loaded with talent.
Two-time All-American Jane Forman will occupy the number-one seed, while Melissa Siegler will
play at number two. Last year's champion at the
number-three spot, Lisa Bobby, will start the year
out at number three, while Jody Trucks, Jane
Neville, and Laura Miller will play four, five, and
six, respectively.
Forman and Siegler will make up the number
one doubles team, while Bobby and Trucks are
scheduled to play at number two. Neville and
newcomer will occupy the number-three position.
Head coach Andy Johnston said he feels the
Lady Tigers should be strong in every part of their
game. He noted experience as the key to Clemson's
success.
Clemson's -first-round opponent will be Duke,
with the match scheduled to take place Friday at
10 a.m.

»

photo by Tim Alexander

Melissa Siegler lunges for a backhand durinq a recent practice session.

Weekend trip brings
Lady Tigers to 3-10
by Cheryl Albert
staff writer
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After a long weekend of
matches, the Clemson volleyball
team's record stands at 3-10.
The weekend started Thursday night at UNC-Charlotte,
where the lady Tigers defeated
UNC-C in five games, 14-16,
15-0, 7-15, 15-4, 15-5.
"This match was one of the few
bright spots of our weekend,"
head coach Margie Wessel said.
"It was certainly the best match
we have played so far this season.
"Our center, Trish Miketa,
played fantastic," Wessel said.
"Wendy Hausler also played
really well for us."
Friday, the Lady Tiger spikers
traveled to Raleigh, N.C., for the
NC State Invitational.
In their first match, the Lady
Tigers put forth a good effort,
Wessell said, and came out on
top of East Carolina, 15-2, 15-5,
10-15, 15-9.
Duke was Clemson's next opponent, but the Lady Tigers lost
in a close match, 14-16, 15-10,
11-15, 11-15. In the last two
games, Clemson led the Lady
Blue Devils 11-4 and 11-6
respectively.
"Eleven points seems to be a
stumbling block for us," Wessell
said. "That's one of the things

we'll have to work on over these
next few days."
Wessell said that after the loss
to Duke, though, the Lady Tigers'
performances began to deteriorate.
Clemson fell to Western
Carolina 15-11, 10-15, 11-15,
12-15, and the Lady Tigers continued their losing ways in 3-15,
3-15, 15-9, 15-11, 5-15 loss to
George Washington.
Monday night, the Lady Tigers
travelled to meet the College of
Charleston, where they lost in
three straight games, 13-15,
12-15, 5-15.
"After such a disappointing
weekend," Wessell said, "the
girls just weren't confident, and
let College of Charleston walk
away with the game."
The Lady Tigers' problem,
Wessell said, is obviously not a
lack of talent or ability, since
they scored over 10 points in
most of their losses.
"The girls just aren't putting it
together," she said. "They seem
to be trying too hard.
"Right now," Wessell said,
"we're not playing to win; we're
playing to not lose."
Clemson will try to develop a
different outlook this weekend,
Wessell said, when they will
travel to Columbia to participate
in the Carolina Classic.

Scoreboard
Sept. 22 through Sept. 28
Volleyball
Clemson d. UNC-Charlotte
14-16, 15-0, 7-15, 15-4, 15-5
Clemson d. East Carolina 15-2,
15-5, 15-9
Duke d. Clemson 16-14, 10-15,
15-11, 15-11
Western Carolina d. Clemson
11-15,15-0, 15-11, 15-12

Soccer
Clemson, 0; Duke, 0
Clemson, 9; Western Carolina, 0

George Washington d. Clemson
15-3, 15-3, 9-15, 11-15, 15-5
Women's Cross Country
at Georgia State Invitational
swept top seven positions for
first-place finish

Tennis
at Converse Classic
Clemson, 4; Auburn, 5
Clemson, 5; Tennessee, 4

Football
Clemson, 44; Georgia Tech, 14

Women runners win first meet
j.

by Emily Eitel
staff writer
The women's cross country
team participated in its first
meet, the Georgia Invitational,
this past weekend, sweeping the
top seven positions and cruising
to its first win of the season.
According to assistant coach
Wayne Cochran, the Lady Tigers
only entered the event after planning to attend another meet.
"Consequently, at the Georgia
State Invitational," he said, "the
competition was not of the level
at which we usually compete."
Although the Lady Tigers swept
the top seven spots, Cochran said
their
performance
was
"mediocre."

"By no means was it a great
race," Cochran said. "How we
finished, as far as the places are
concerned, is deceiving, because
it implies that we ran better than
we actually did."
Cochran pointed out that
Kerry Robinson, who finished
with a time of 16:54 in the 10K
race, and Laurie Montgomery,
who ran a 17:31, had "good
races," but he said the rest of the
team's performances were "no
better than average."
He emphasized the fact that
his team has much "room for improvement."
"The girls haven't done any
speedwork," he said, "because so
far, all training has been strength
and endurance oriented."

1
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Cochran
said that the team's
first goal of the season is to win
the ACC championship. "You
can see the type of competition
we'll have in the conference just
by looking at the numbers," he
said. "Both NC State and
Virginia are ranked in the top
three in the nation."
The Lady Tigers will host the
Clemson Invitational Oct. 15,
where they expect to face much
more competition than was offered at the Georgia State Invitational.
According to Cochran, both
Tennessee and North Carolina
are expected to "give us a good
race," and he said Clemson will
"be able to see how much potential" it really has.
d~%
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PIZZA - SUBS - SPAGHETTI
LASAGNA - SOUP - SALAD
DINE IN
CARRY OUT
FAST, FREE, HOT DELIVERY
PLUS GET FREE COKES OR ICED TEA WITH YOUR FAVORITE PIZZAS
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1 FREE DRINK WITH A 10"-2 FREE DRINKS WITH A 14" PIZZA
3 FREE DRINKS WITH A 16"-4 FREE DRINKS WITH A
PARTY SIZE 20"- PIZZA

DIAL

654-6990
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English booter tells of Clemson life
by Marcy Posey
staff writer
Although Clemson has produced
a national championship football
team and a Miss Universe, not
everyone in the United States
has heard of this small university
town.
Overseas, not many people
have even heard of South
Carolina, much less Clemson.
But when soccer player Peter
Coles, a native of Birmingham,
England, was asked to come over
here, his answer was yes.
"An assistant coach who was
here two or three years ago was
English," Coles said, "and he
came to England and recruited
me and my roommate."
Peter had not planned to attend a university in England,
and he had never heard of Clemson, but when he read the
brochures and heard about the
scholarship program, he decided
to give it a try.
"Some people in England
dream of coming to America," he
said. "When my friends heard
that I was coming here, they
were overwhelmed."
When Peter arrived, he found
that America and England are
quite similar. "The weather is
hotter here, but the people are
friendly," he said. "And I like the
girls better here."
Peter's schedule is more like
that of a co-op student. He attends school during the fall, goes
home during the spring, and
returns during the summer, at

which time he helps with soccer
camps.
But he has adjusted to the
routine, and he has no regrets
about his decision. Peter began
playing soccer as soon as he
could kick a ball. "It's a major
sport over there," he said.
While in school, Peter played
soccer and badminton. And
before he came over here, he
played for some professional
clubs.
Once at Clemson, Peter found
his first year disappointing. "I
didn't play much, but when I did,
I was nervous, so that made it
worse," he said.
His sophomore year he played
a lot, and his performance was
better. His most memorable
game was that year against SIUEdwardsville. "They were
number one, and when we beat
them, we were number one," he
said.
So far this year, the middle
defender considers his performance "reasonable." "I could improve in attacking and hitting,"
he said.
With one more year to go,
Peter would like to score a goal
and play on a national championship team.
And he feels that either this
year's or next year's team will be
a definite contender for the title.
"The team is more Americanized
now," he said. "We play as a
team now because there is more
enthusiasm to play together."
Next year's team will be better

than this year's, according to
Peter, because the freshmen will
have some experience.
When Peter is not involved in
soccer, he likes to relax. "Soccer
takes about three to seven hours
a day, so I get pretty tired," he
said.
Peter studies, spends time
with his girlfriend, sleeps, and
listens to music—as long as it is
not country and western.
Peter plans to stay at Clemson
until he graduates. And because
of his schedule, that will probably take an extra year.
After graduation, the Industrial Management major has
no definite plans. He said that he
will stay in America if he can find
a job. If not, he will return home
to England.
"I will probably try to get a job
with an American firm over
there," he said, "because a
degree from an American university will mean more."
He also wants a job with an
American firm because it means
that he will probably be able to
return to this country one day.
If Peter does stay in the
States, he does not know exactly
where he would like to live. Other
than Clemson, he has traveled
only to different college campuses, so he has much more to
see.
Peter sees his education in
America as a great experience,
and now that he has a taste of
two worlds, he says he will fit in
wherever he goes.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
PHYSICISTS
Judge the patentability of scientific and engineering
discoveries made by R & D engineers, inventors
and scientists world-wide as a

PATENT EXAMINER
in Washington, D.C.
The Patent and Trademark Office has
unique career opportunities offering
• Challenge and responsibility
• Career growth
• Outstanding career Federal Government
service benefits
For more information about your career
as a Patent Examiner contact:
Manager, College Relations
Office of Personnel
Patent and Trademark Office
Washington, D.C. 20231
Call toll-free 800-368-3064
(703) 557-3631 (Collect in VA)

Peter Coles

62.41%
TAX-DEFERRED
GROWTH IN LESS
THAN 6 MONTHS.
That's the tax-deferred growth in the unit value* of
the Compass-ll High Yield Variable Account, a
professionally managed portfolio of fixed-income
securities, from its December 1,1982 inception through
May 24,1983.
Other investment options include a money market
portfolio, a stock portfolio, and an account with safety
of principal and interest guaranteed against loss. No
sales charge is deducted from investments.* *
If you'd like to know more about how this
innovative tax-deferred program can help you reach
your long-term financial goals, call us or send us the
coupon today.
•Personal investment plans'unit value 12/&82-S10 000,5/24/83-S12 679
Unit Value represents net amount available to investor after deduction of asset
charge, management fees, reserves for any capital gams and other expenses
Past performance, of course, is no guarantee of future results
• 'Withdrawals of money which has been in the contract less than 5 years may be
subject to a 5% charge. See the prospectus for details

C0NWP6&-TL

COMBINATION FlXED/VARIABl E ANNUITY FOR PERSONAL
INVESTMENTS AND QUALIFIED RETIREMENT PLANS

Coordinated Financial Sales
P.O. Box 188
Clemson, S.C. 29631
(803) 654-5043
Please send me more complete information, including
a prospectus, on the Compass-ll Annuity. This literature
describes all charges and expenses and should be
read carefully before investing or sending money.
Name.
Address.
State.

City
An Equal Opportunity Employer m/f
U.S. Citizenship Required

Zip

Phone.
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Then get in on the ground floor in our undergraduate officer
commissioning program. You could start planning on a career like the
men in this ad have. And also have some great advantages like:
■ Earning $100 a month during the school year
■ As a freshman or sophomore, you could complete your basic
training during two six-week summer
sessions and earn more than $1100
during each session
■ Juniors earn more than $1900 during one ten-week summer session

September 29, 1983

■ You can take free civilian flying lessons
■ You're commissioned upon graduation
If you're looking to move up quickly, look into the Marine Corps
undergraduate officer commissioning program. You could start off
making more than $17,000 a year
Maybe you can be one of us.

Contact your Marine representative at 225-7981, or call (803) 765-5561 collect for
an appointment

The Tiger Picks
A 5-5 performance week dropped Cindy (I'm taking the week
off.) Powell out of a share of third
place, but an 8-2 slate put Jim (I
want a Chris Smith hairdo.)
Gilstrap up there with Wendy
(kinky thing) White.
Alan (head cheerleader) Cannon
and Drew (Swingline magnate)
Hyde are one game back with
24-16 records, with Powell maintaining a close third.
Bob (the disappearing king)
Adams and Tammie (Silence is
golden.) Carroll boast 22-18
records after Bob went 6-4 and
Tammie went 5-5 last week.
Karen (Where has all the money
gone?) ' Reynolds and Stephen
(dinner partner) Williams, along
with Pam (He buys me dinners;
what more could I ask?) Sheppard, round out the non-losers of
the magnificent competition.
Now to the losers. Robert (I've
got more important things to do.)
Miller, Jan (sex object) Jordan,
Roy (Santa Claus isn't an
alcoholic.) Irwin, and John (Don
Juan) Norton are still the ne'er
do wells in their football forecasting faculties.

THE GAMES:
Southern California at USC (+5)
Virginia at Maryland
Pittsburgh at West Virginia
Florida State at Auburn
Florida at LSU
Southern Miss at Mississippi
NC State at Wake Forest
Brigham Young at UCLA
Baylor at Houston
Wofford at Presbyterian

Jim Gilstrap
editor in chief
(25-15)
Southern Cal
Maryland
West Virginia
Florida State
LSU
Mississippi
NC State
UCLA
Houston
Wofford

Wendy White
features editor
(25-15)
Southern Cal
Maryland
West Virginia
Florida State
Florida
Southern Miss
NC State
UCLA
Houston
Wofford

Alan Cannon
sports editor
(24-16)
Southern Cal
Virginia
West Virginia
Florida State
LSU
Mississippi
NC State
UCLA
Houston
Wofford

Drew Hyde
circulation manager
(24-16)
South Carolina
Maryland
West Virginia
Auburn
LSU
Mississippi
Wake Forest
UCLA
Houston
Presbyterian

Cindy Powell
associate editor
(23-17)
Southern Cal
Maryland
West Virginia
Auburn
Florida
Mississippi
Wake Forest
Brigham Young
Houston
Wofford

Bob Adams
entertainment editor
(22-18)
South Carolina
Maryland
Pittsburgh
Florida State
LSU
Mississippi
NC State
UCLA
Baylor
Wofford

Tammie Carroll
copy editor
(22-18)
Southern Cal
Maryland
Pittsburgh
Auburn
Florida
Southern Miss
NC State
UCLA
Baylor
Presbyterian

Karen Reynolds
business manager
(21-19)
Southern Cal
Maryland
West Virginia
Florida State
Florida
Mississippi
Wake Forest
UCLA
Baylor
Presbyterian

Stephen Williams
office manager
(21-19)
Southern Cal
Maryland
West Virginia
Auburn
LSU
Southern Miss
Wake Forest
UCLA
Houston
Wofford

Pam Sheppard
news editor
(20-20)
South Carolina
Virginia
West Virginia
Auburn
LSU
Mississippi
NC State
UCLA
Baylor
Presbyterian

Robert Miller
managing editor
(19-21)
Southern Cal
Maryland
West Virginia
Florida State
LSU
Mississippi
NC State
UCLA
Houston
Wofford

Jan Jordan
asst. news editor
(19-21)
Southern Cal
Virginia
Pittsburgh
Auburn
LSU
Mississippi
NC State
Brigham Young
Baylor
Presbyterian

Roy Irwin
photo editor
(18-22)
South Carolina
Maryland
West Virginia
Auburn
LSU
Southern Miss
Wake Forest
UCLA
Houston
Presbyterian

John Norton
cartoonist
(18-22)
South Carolina
Maryland
West Virginia
Auburn
LSU
Southern Miss
Wake Forest
UCLA
Houston
Presbyterian

LAST WEEK'S RESULTS:
Clemson, 41; Georgia Tech, 14
Brigham Young, 46; Air Force, 28
W. Virginia, 27; B. College, 17
Kentucky, 26; Tulane, 14
LSU, 40; Washington, 14
Iowa, 20; Ohio State, 14
Miami (FL), 20; Notre Dame, 0
Georgia, 31; South Carolina, 13
Virginia, 26; NC State, 14
Atlanta, 3; Los Angeles, 2

HEAD Of
TIME
HAIR DESIGNS
HOURS: 10-6
9-1

Rhonda
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Sale. Sporty fall
casuals for women
and girls.

Rust.

Rust. Reg. $12.97
■ Girls' style, wine.
Sizes 8V2-4, reg. $9.97

M-F
SAT.

Norma
LeAnn

Pfc'h Pay Shoes©!

Rust.
Reg. $12.97
■ Girls' style, wine.
Sizes 5-8, reg. $8.97,
8V2-4, reg. $9.97...$7

Beth

654-5180

Reg. $12.97
Assorted colors.
Girls' 5-8, reg. $8.97,
8V2-4, reg. $9.97...$7

Women's sheer knee hi's.
6 pairs for $2

Women's & girls'
matching handbags.

$3, $4, & $5

Univ. Square Mall

123 Bypass • Clemson

(beside Hardee's)

Sale prices good thru Sun. MasterCard or Visa. Open evenings and open Sun. 1-6pm.
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Trailing the Tiger

The O's have it
By Alan Cannon
sports editor

In last Saturday's 41-14
stomping of Georgia Tech, the
Clemson grid bunch turned what
was supposed to be its first ACC
contest of the year into an
alphabet lesson.
The Tigers brought out their
O's—orange pants and opportunistic offense— watched their P's
and Q's, and stuck in a couple of
capital D's for defense, all of
which spelled certain defeat for
the vastly outclassed Yellow
Jackets.
Statistically, the game looked
fairly even. Clemson picked up
17 first downs; Tech, 19. The
Tigers gained 246 yards on the
ground, while the Jackets picked
up 258. In passing yardage,
Clemson led 139 to 111.
But what the statistics don't
show you is Clemson's ability to
shorten the field by creating opportunities from Tech mistakes.
Only once in the first half did the
Tiger offense begin a drive from
further out than midfield, and
twice Clemson took over from inside Tech's 30.
But what does that really tell
you? Well, it tells you that for the
.first time this season, the whole
Clemson team blended together
and completely defeated a Division 1 team.

Whenever the defense would
force a Yellow Jacket turnover or
punt, the offense was right there
ready to put on a scoring drive.
When the Tigers faced a thirddown situation, they either picked
up the necessary yardage or stopped Tech dead in its tracks.
And perhaps the prettiest
drive of the year came late in the
third quarter when the offense
took over with a first-and-ten at
the Clemson 10.
Tailback Stacey Driver went
off right tackle for nine, then
came back with a three-yard
blast off left tackle for a first
down.
On the next play, Driver took
off around right end for 13, setting the tone for this most impressive of scoring drives. Solid
running and accurate passing
carried the Tigers all the way to
the Yellow Jacket one, where
Clemson had the ball first-andgoal.
What happened? Kenny Flowers
nonchalantly tucked the ball
under his arm and dove across
for the final Tiger touchdown of
the day.
Only Clemson's rash of penalties blemished this pretty affair,
but, as head coach Danny Ford
said after the game, penalties are
the one thing that can be corrected.
But penalties notwithstanding, the Georgia Tech win did
prove several things about the
Clemson team:
• The Tigers are developing a

Tigers' first ACC game
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Kenny Flowers brings the ball upfield in Saturday's contest.

very diversified passing attack.
Four Clemson receivers caught
passes Saturday, with Terrance
Roulhac and -Ray Williams
leading with 48 yards each.
Roulhac looked especially good
Saturday, breaking tackles and
scrambling for extra yardage
throughout the game.
• Clemson can convert third
downs into first downs when
necessary. The Tigers were 8-16
on third-down attempts Saturday,
and had control of the ball for
more than half the game. The
ball-control statistic seems all

the more important when you
consider that four of the Tigers'
scoring drives took less than
three minutes off the clock.
• It doesn't matter which
tailback is in the game for the
Tigers because Driver, Flowers,
and Terrence Flagler—who is
still recovering from knee
surgery—have all proven they
have the talent to run the ball
and run it well.
But that's all history now, and
the Tigers must begin prepara-

tions for the difficult (yes, that's
what I said) task of beating
Virginia in next week's Homecoming contest.
And while Virginia enjoys the
dubious reputation of being
Clemson's perennial pushover,
this year could be different, as
the Wahoos are 4-0 and could be
5-0 when they come into town
next week.
And if the Tigers look past
Virginia, Homecoming 1983
could be a lesson in simple
mathematics. Clemson, 2-2-1,
.500 winning percentage.
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THIS WEEKEND
WE'RE CELEBRATING OUR

SIXTH ANNIVERSARY
SEPT. 30, 1977-SEPT. 30, 1983

WATCH OUR SIGN
FOR

SUPER ANNIVERSARY SPECIALS

